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threatened to "hold our heads in a pail of water" until they came up
with a story.
In their desperation for something’~anythingmthat they could
use, the Watergate team at the Posl made the decision to allow Woodsteir~ to approach the grand jurors in the crinfinal case, to see if they
could peel one off. The grand jury had already heard all of the govermnent’s evidence, and the trial of the five burglars ,’rod Hunt and
Liddy was scheduled to begin in January. This was a dubious enterprise, no matter how you slice it. Whether it was illegal for the reporters to approach the grand jurors or not, it was definitely illegal
for grand jurors to leak information to reporters.
. In advance of the decision, Ben called his lawyers, Joe Califano
and Edward Bennett Williams, to get their advice.(A[’ter leaving the
Johnson administration, where he and Ben had squared ::off on ~/alter
Washington and the Kerner Comnfission, Califano had joined Williams’s law firm and now helped represent the Post.) "The toughest
questions we had with Ben," Califano told me, had been "can they
talk to grand jury members. And we kept telling him no. I’ll tell you,
t~rom my point of view and Ed’s point of view, after a while,, anytime
Ben would call either of us, we’d go right to the other.guy’s office.
Because we figured if he were getting the no answer from one of us,
he~djust try the other one." Califano laughed. "Or he~d rephrase the
question."
B en:s recollection is slightly different. "I recall asking them if there
was a lhw against going to the grand jury,’: ’he told Evan Thomas for
his book The Matt to ~ee, a biography ofWilliams.."They said:~it violated no law, but they didn’t say go ahead and do it, either. My guess
is that Ed blurred it, and I blurred it." When I asked Ben.if this was
how he still remembered it, he said yes.
Ben: okayed a preliminary sortie witl~ the aunt of a Post editor’s
neighbor. She was rumored to be on the gra~,djury, but it turned out
to be a different grand jury. A few days later, Bob went to the courthouse and talked one of the cler "ks into sl3owing him th~ grand juiT
list, although the clerk wouldn’t allow lfim to take notes. So, bit by
bit, Bob memorized the list, excusing himself every few minutes via
one pretext or another and then going to the batl~oom to ~vrite out

the.n,~nes, adck-~es, ages, occupadom, and telephone numbers of
the g’~and.jury members in his notebook. (Ben loves this part of the

story, Bob’s tenacity, and z~? .q~fi~aess.)
.
AEer a long meetinglat the.~ost, Ben and the zest of.the Watergate
editors decided to alk~w;Bobiand Car] to try to contact the.grand ’"...
ju~ors,.with the admonitiozt that they identify theraselves as Post reporters and.not attemp.¢ to strong-arm anybody..Woodstein.spent the
first.weekend of Decemb6r of. x97~ ringing r, he doorbells of the gnnd
juzonwh6 appeared, ’f~om the.basic information that Bob had mere-.
oz~,ed and. copied dowa~,to be the mos~smeeptible targets. According to thdr book, they.st~..ck oat~
¯
,
.~.~
¯ ..That wo~d.havebeez~ it, tee end..0f the story, if one of, the grand ..;~.
jarors .hacln’~.informed~.th~ prosecutors on Monday morning that a .’,-.’:~
Po~t z,i~porter,had made,contact:Judge John Sidca wam’t pleased, and ,
WilEams. in.t.~z,~ened, to tr~ m steady the situation. (They were old
E-ien.ds; Williams was godfather to one of Sirica’s kids.)" The next
morning;’W’dliams sunmioned Cad and Bob to his office, where he
told them that,Sirica was angr~ and that he had barely been able to :
keep them oi~t of jail.: ...
Two Weeks hter, on December ~9, Sirica called the.reporters into
his courtroom.:’I, was ready to take them to tasE for their tampering,"
Sirica would write in z979, .in.his memoir To ~t the Record Straight:.
But the pmsecutozs’urged me not to punish the ~epozxers. They
pointed out that the grmdjuror who was contacmd had been
faithful to his oath not to discuss the case and had turned the
reporter away without saying anything.... I settled on a stiff lecture
in open cou~t, reminding everyone present that to approach a grand
juzor and solidt information abou~ a case being investigated was to
ask for a citadon of contempt. I praised the grand jmors for their
*W’dliams didn’t like any suggestion of a backzoom deal wid~ Sifica and objected to iu
pubEcadon in All the l:~idcnl’s M~n;just before the book came out he appealed to Simon
and Schuster to have i~ eliminated ~om the manuscript. ’When it made it into the final d~,
Williams m~used to tale to Woodward for two yea~
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re~sal to cooperate and recessed the proceediug to let the message
sink in.

Carl and Bob were in the clear, but their consciences weren t. As
they wo~dd write in their book, they hadnt done anything explicitly
inegat bu~ they had "chosen expediency ove~ principle" and had
"dodged, evaded, ~srepresented, suggested and intinfidated, even
"I agree," Sirica wm~e, of fl~e reporters’ own uneasy assessment of
~he~elves, "Had they acmany obmined informadon from that grand
juror, d~ey would have gone m jail."
Bm~ made no apologies, "I remember figuring, a~er being told

d~at it was not i~egal and after insisting that we tell no lies and identify
oursel:ves, that it was worth a shet," he wrote og the grand jury epiSode in l~is memoir; "In the same circumstances, l’d do k again. The

stakm were too high."
On March 3, zo~, I asked Bob about his and Carl’s tactics
I laid out the tong list of questionable stuff that they had done,
cludSng the yisits to the grand jurors.
He stMled. "1 wouldn’t be too ~teral-minded about that," he said.
"I mean, it was a dice)q high-wire thing to do. But ~at’s ~vhat we
did. That’s what the whole enterprise was."
Twdve days later, Bob gave a talk at the Poynter Institute in St.
Petersburg, Florida, to a crowd of nearly ~vo hundred. He was asked
about Jma~es O’Kee[), the young provocateur who had recendy and
surreptitiously fihned high executives at National Public Xadio
speaking i~ of l~epublicans and Muslims) "I don’t drink [what
O’Keefe did] is the highest t~rm of journalism, and I woutdn’~ do
~t, Bob said. "There are laws against entrapment, and I think there s
* Later that same day, Dec~.mber ~9, Sirica hek! the L{,s ,.t,.ge.h.s Time.~ D.C. bm~au eiffel] John
Lawreuce, in comempt of court for {~iling to turn over audiotapes of the paper’s inte~’iew
with Alfred Bald~fin, the lookout on the night o~the breakdm t.awrence was jailed, without
a chat~ce even to say goodbye to his wi~e, while Woodstdn walked free.
~’The re,city or" O’l(eefUs videotape recording has since been challenged, but hadn’t yet
been at thh dine.
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not only a legal basis for that but a moral basis rllat you want to represent who you are and get it clean.
"In the "qdamrgate investigation, Carl Bernstein and I went to talk
to grand jurors," Bob said. by way of explanation, "\Ve had legal
advice sayi~g we could do it. It was very risk5: It’s something I’m not
sure I’d do all the time, but when you’re convinced the system of
justice has collapsed, I think you have to be very aggressive. But we
didn’t say we were from the U.S. attorney’s office, We identified ourselves as t,Vashlngtot~ Post reporters~and we go~ nothing f~om the
grand jurors."

Ben’s Watergate files weren’t the most organized part of his archive.
There were bits here, other pieces there much like the stoW itsett[
It took me a tong time to put everything together, to ;digm die dates
on the memos wifli contemporaneous developments ia~ the news.
Memos that at first hadn’t seemed all that interesting began to make
more sense as I considered them in context.
One of the more tantalizing of these memos, from the start, was a
dense seven-page document with two initials and a date at its top. It
was hard to read, a faint copy o£a typewritten document, and all over
the map in terms ofsubsmnce. In ~W notes from the first time t read
it tt:~’ough, I had written to ngself, "Seems to be some kind ofjuror,"
but flmre was no year in the date and I had no concept of what that
might have meant. The memo had more than one hundred dam
points in it, Short statements that Car] had taken down in seemingly
rapid-fire style. (The author identifies hinaselfas "CB" in the memo,
Carl’s usual MO, and by comparison with other memos this one
dearly came Ii’om Carl’s typewriter.) I slotted it in nw ".Bernstein"
file as a good example of Carl’s thoroughness, %Voodstein’s hunger
for the stoW.
In February of 2oH, I realized that in order to write believably
about Watergate I was going to iiave to understand the story iI1 a way
that I hadn’t up until fl~en. I was going to have to spend as long as it
took to read every single one of the newspaper stories and aI1 of the
relewant books. In order to knoxv what I had, and what to say about
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Ben’s role in all of it, I couldn’t just focus on the major episodes that
everybody has akeadywrJtter~about a thousand times.
Andso I read through all the newspaper stories from x97~. and the
first half of x973, up to the point where Haldeman and Ehrlichman
have resi~ed’ and the Post has won the Pulitzer and Nixon’s presidency has begun :to h£ng visibly in the balance. After that, I went
back to.read~the~appropriate "chapters in all the various books, and
th~n I reread the .Wat~rg~.memos’ I had found in Ben’s files. Then,
and only then; I read All the President’s Men start to finish for the
fourth time. If there was anydfi_ng in it that I didn’t understand,
which had.always, been thevcase before, I wasn:t goir~g .toput the
book. down until:I’understood.it.
,.
:, ~,
Everything: went sinoothly until I reached the book’s accoun~’ag
of the .grai~d jury: epi~0de. After the meeting with Williams, where
Williams warned d~e reporters that Sirica vras pissed and that they’d
better’cease.;atl, Contact" ~th. grand jurors immediately, Woodstein
wrote that,.chastened~ they "r~turned to more conventional sources."
Bernstein visited an umaamed woman at an apartment who woulch~’t
~ to lfirrx ha person but slipped her number under the door. "Your
articles have been excellent;"she told barn. She was "in a position to
have consi:derable "kno’,,~I~dge, of the secret activities of. the Whi~e
House and ~.P~" they~ wrote, Apparently Bernstein had tried to
interview herbefo~e, but she hadrebuffed him.
No~,~:he had her number, and she was willing to talk. He returned
to the Post and placed the call.. ’:’I’m forced to agree ~oo percent with
Ben Brad!ee; the.truth hasn’t been told," the woman said, Carl began
~g notes, identifying the woman ordy as "Z". She told him. to
read their own reporting carefully. "There is more truth in there dmn
you must have rea!ized," she said. She told him that she wouldn’t
cooperate in the way that a normal source might, answering only
some questions and then only vaguely. "Your perseverance has been
admirable," she told Bernstein. "Apply it to what I sa~" She sounded,
he thought, "like some kind of mystic."
In the back of my mind, alarm bells started to go off. This all
sounded a lot like that memo I had put into Bernstein’s file, the one
with the data points and the vague reference to a juror. I slid over to
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my Watergate box and pulled it out. Six gra~ down, after some of the
"major conclusions" !~’om the interview at the top, lay Carl’s description of his COlltact with the source:
CB arrived at her home about 7:45 p.m. identified myself through a
closed door and she immediatdy responded, "Your articles have
been excellent." adding something about admiring our work, and
then a.~king how we’d got her name. I said I’d like to ~alk and !’d
explain hmv we go~ her name and [she] asked: "Are you contacting
all the people?"
She then said she’d give me her non-listed number and CB couId
call and said he couldn’t come in and slipped piece of paper ~x<
number under door (this checked w. grand jury list number). I
slipped my phone numbers under door, and told her I would calI
from office and she said that would be fine;
Upon calling her she inunediately began: "I’ve read your articles,
the articIes have been ~’antastic, incredible. Your persistence has been
adnzi~bte."
It was late at night. I was sitting in a remote farmhouse in l\apidan,
Virginia, and as it daw~md on me I couldn’t help ~wselk l~e Woodward atthe courdmuse, o~fly ninth, much louder, I screamed "Holy
shit[" I scanned the rest of the memo to check the quotes fiom the
book against the quotes in the memo, and every single one ,vasa
match. In a couple of places, Bernstein had changed some of the
words in nfinor ways, but these seemed more like the h~evitablejou>
nalisfic er~’ors or somebody writing against a deadline than anything
else, ~ of the substance was there. There xvas no question that this
Z was no "mystic." She xvas a grandjuror in disguise. This, too, is
obvious from the memo, and not just fi’om the single de=il of her
number matchi~g up with the grand jury list: Car!, in accordance
with fl~e instructions of their editors, was oblique about how he had
come across her information: "told her it had colne from a source
gdong w. a few ottaer names and tliis source.had IOO per cent right, on
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previous tips. tiirther I told her that source had said she had exhaustive infor [sic] on case but in no way involved. She said ’of course, I
was on dad grand jury,’" Later: "I tried specific questions and she said
she couldn’t answer because they ’leading and I took an oath.’" Later
still: "she said that her first time in court and she had no idea about
whacjuryduty was like. ’a liberal education.’ ’I cared about the case
more than most people on the jury.’" Toward the end she tells him,
"tt’we’d learned al! there was to learn, we’d have been there six more
lllorlths."

The date on the memo was !)ecember 4, xvith no year specified.
A quick date check revealed that December 4, ,97"., was a Monday.
Iil All the Presidem’s Me~, Carl and Bob specify that the visits to the
grand jurors took place on the first weekend in December of ~972.
Shortly thereafter, I located a Est of the grand.jurors from the Watergate grand jur}~ empaneled on June 5, ~972. One woman had initials
fl~at matched flae inifi~s at the top ofBernstein’s meltlo.’
~ these years, Carl and Bob and Ben have described the grand
jury episode as a case of flying too close to the sun but escaping before any real damage was done. That is not the truth. The damage was
done. Carl and Bob, with Ben’s explicit permissiou, lured a grand
juror over the line of ~e~ti~ and exposed her to serious risk. Z
would certainly have been kicked offthe gnmdjury had Sirica found
out what slle had doile, and the judge could have imprisoned her
widmut trim for as much as six months foc contempt of court. He
could also have upended the trial itsel£ (Z covm~d her t~vcks. She
either lied directly to the prosecutors when they asked if any other
grand jurors had been contacted, or she lied indirectl}~ by withholding tl~at information and a!lowing Judge Sirica to act orl the assumption that only one grand juror had been contacted and that nothing
had leaked.)
So what did XVoodstein actually learn fi’om tim grand.juror? Under
the heading of"major couclusions" at the top of the memo, Bernstein lays out the key points fiom their conversation:
know her name but \von’t reveal anyt|iing else about her.
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Haldeman, Ehrliclaman, Colson and Mardian all figure in the
disclosure of wiretap infbrmadon. A group by itself~appaveudy no
others.
David Packard very involved ("you missed a big one")
supervisory, noc payments as at~ Kalmbach and apparendy Morton
~. Jackson,
John Deau very hwolved and not jus~ fi’om point of view of
doing investigation.
Key names fro~fi grandjury pt. ogview: Mitchell, Starts, the four
above. Kalmbach, (Very imporunt), Porter, (g,ouped xx~ Magruder),
(sort of a scparate entity), Magruder ("extrem.eiy i~teresting"), Odle.
("a dumb errand
~o fig~,ring: Baldwin, Diego, apparendy Young, Now group
("Magruder is definitely the key") ....

Aside from the major conclusions, data throughout the seven-page
memo wottld resur£~ce later in the Watergate coverage: the slush
i~ad, Haldeman’s role, the impor~mce of Dean (which wouldn’t
surface unti! April ogthe [ollowing year), the e~stence of a cover-up,
the Plumbers, Colson s involvement, the disclosure of wiretap
marion fi’om the Watergate bugjob’to people as high up as Haldeman
and EhrHchman.
How important was this information to Woodstein? If their
book is to be believed: crucial. InJanuary of ~973, Senator Sam Erv~l,
who would run the Senate Water.re Conm~ttee, c~ed and requested a mee~ng with Bob. Bob knew Ervin wo~d seek information. about his sources, and the senator didn’t waste l~auch ~i~le. Here’s
how Bob thought through his response, according to the book:
formation ~om Deep Throat and Z and some other bi~ mid pieces
might help the invesd~tion, conceivably could even se~xd it on
way," he remembered thinking, but he wasn’t at liberw to divulge his
sources and so he kept his counsel vague.
Asked by Senator Sam Ervin for his best and most important leads.

Bob put Z’s information on tile same level as Deep Throat’s. That’s
a pretty high level. Eidaer Z’s information ~vas formative to flleir
drinking about Watergate m an ongoing way, or from a narrative
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perspective Woodstein were hyping the import of,.,,’hat Z had told
them in order to heighten the mystery and power of their anonymous sources. This comports with Carl’s characterization of Z as a
"mystic," and is of a piece with the deeply mysterious Throat. Either
reason is revealing in and of itself. P,.eferences to "die riddles of Z"
and "Z’s statements" coutinue for much of the rest of the book.
"This was no Barman and P.obin trip," Carl confessed to Pakula a
f~w’years later, "and this is not some simple thing about simpIe truths
and the good guys and the bad guys. [We Faced] tremendous ed~ical
problems.., some of which ,ve dealt with successfully and some of
wlfich we diNx’t." \Vatergate was never a fair fight. On one .hand,
"W0odstein’s successful penetrationof the grand juW is a straining
reporting coup, They didn’t coerce Z; she clearly wanted to Cooperate. She chose civil disobedience in the face of an unprecedented
cover-up and a grand jury investigation that had stopped we!! short
of the truth:, and there is honor in that.
On the other hand, Woodstein’s repeated proclamations that tile},
"never got anything out of the grand jurors," and the faux bandwringing in tile book, do raise basic questions about etl~ics and truthfutness. It’s one tiling to get intBrmation from a grand juror and then
be coy about where it came fi’om. It’s quite another thing to make a
public point of honor about never having gotten it in the first place.
You can ar~m about good lies and bad lies, about ends jusd@ing
means, but maybe the mortal o~’the story is that nobody gets to come
out of the great nmd bath of Watergate with his hands entirely clean.
A couple of weeks after I rediscovered the grand juror mmno, I laid
out the evidence for ]3en in his office duriug one of our regular interviews. I showed him a couple of the quotes, and dm descriptions
of Z in All tim Presidctat’s Me~,, and how they matched. And then I
asked him if’he knew.
"It doesn’t ring a huge bell," he said. tt was hard to tell if he really
didn’t remember or if he was just tdling me that.
"I think it’s very likely that you didn’t kno~;" I told him. "But I
[’ound the memo in your files." He understood what that meant.
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Who knew if he’d read it, but he had it, and that meant he might
well have known.’
"You can say that Bradlee can’t remember, right?"
"Easily. That’s all I need to sa}:"
"I mean, knowing that that’s the truth," he said. "I’m not duc -king
it."

"I don’t ever feel like you’re ducking anything. But because of
how strongly Bob reacted to all of this other stuf[; I’m going to wait
on this one. I don’t want to launch World War f[ agai:a." ",.X/e taughed.
"I don’t ever remember probing whether they had talked to a
grand juror," he said. "Maybe because I was scared that they had. I
mean, :I don’t remember holding back, I don’t remember being
scared about it. But if" you told me that they had, it doesn’t shock
n~.e."

That was as good an answer as I was going to get, as far as Z and
Ben go. As for what "World War II" was, I have to start from the
beginning. ~

*Bet~ore my interview with Ben I had spent a day in Pakula’s archive~ in Lm Angdes~ Barry
wridng is not true.., that they ~cvcr got s~me~ing
from a Grand jury member. Bar~" thinks that’s wrong. They did get information from one
St~man, to Pakula: "Some of their

for sure, butit means tha¢ they didn’t keep it completely to themselves, either. AndR meant
that I had found what I knew I had found.

DOUBT
IPART ONE)

IN APRIL OF 2010, CAROL, ]Ben’S secretaw,

called to telJ me that

somebody had yet again located a couple ofst~y Bradlee boxes a~ the
Post’s storage Kacilivi. In one of the boxes were two of the interviews
~hat Ben had done with Barbara Feimnan for his memoir in ~99o. Like
me, Barbara had worked for Bob before working for Ben, and she had
been roughly my age when she and Ben sat down for their interviews.
Unlike me, she caught Ben while he was still the editor of the papm;
and much of the material that surfeited during those interviews~and
nearly alI of the good sru~went wholesale into Ben’s memoin
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The first of the ~wo interviews xvas dated May I6, 199o, slugged
"Watergate for memoirs." From the first question on, i~ sizzles:
I}17: Did you read tile mmscript?
[of his interview with Wood~x~rd and Bernstein m
President’s
B: I read it hut [ haven’~ read it as thorougl~y as I should. But I mean it’s
ahnost better to talk about it from my own point of view rather than
from XVoodward’s and Bernstein’s. Well. you know, Watergate in retrospect, it’s hard to bdieve that people were that dmnb, were that insane to do that. And it’s achie~,ed a prominence in history and in my
lit~ that it doesn’t really deserve ....
I mean the cringe itse]f was rmdty not a great deal. Had it not been
fo~ the Nixon ~siguation it would be really a blip in histo~: The
Imn-Contra hearing was a much morn significant violation of the
democratic critic tl~mn anyflfing in XVatergate. XVatmgate really was
dirg, tricks and arrogance .and people thinking that thW were allpowerful and could ride rougl~hod over civil tiberti~, but it wasn’t
dealing in smuggled arms and buying foreign nations and shit like
that.

I wish I had gotten the chance to interview,that ]3en.
Later I came across a longer section tt~at told me more about
~vhat it felt like to be Ben during ~Zatergate than anything else I’d
SeeFl:

B: None of the recreations that I’ve seen do justice to the absolute passion this city had for that SlOt): I mean, every night before you went
home, before Willi:tms and Califano for instance, or before Clark Clifford. or bet’ore Katharine or before Oz. Elliott in New York went
home from work they would call. up and sa~; "What have you got?"
They had to have a fix, they could not go out to dinner. Kay would
drop down on the way home and say something, "Jesus, what have we
got tomorro\v?" ’~Jesus, you sure you’re right?" The interest in the
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[1]Suddenly, everyone’s interested in Watergate again.
The media were excited to report that Robert Redford is
working on a documentary about the scandal that
brouqht down a president and created new heroes: the
reporters Bob Woodward and Carl Bernstein [2]. Given
that the film All the President’s Men, in which Redford
played the heroic Bob Woodward, practically made
Redford’s career, we probably shouldn’t expect any big
surprises.
But here’s one: In recent days, we’ve heard doubts [3]
from former Washington Post Executive Editor Ben
Bradlee about his journalists’ reporting on Watergate.
This from a new book r4] by Woodward’s own former
assistant:

Ben talked about Bob’s famous secret source,
whom he claimed to have met in an underground
garage in rendezvous arranged via signals
involving flowerpots and newspapers.
You know I have a little problem with Deep
Throat. .... Did that potted [plant] incident ever happen ? ... and meeting in some
garage. One meeting in the garage? Fifty meetings in the garage? I don’t know how
many meetings in the garage ... There’s a residual fear in my soul that that
isn’t quite straight.
Salon ran a kind of strange and foggy article IS] about Nixon’s difficult relationship with the
CIA, which nevertheless brought up an important question: what was the real role of the spy
agency in Nixon’s downfall? That article doesn’t answer it. But I did--in my book, Family of
Secrets: The Bush Dynasty, America’s Invisible Government and the Hidden History of the Last
Fifty Years [6 ].
One of the major revelations is that, decades before George H.W. Bush was named CIA
director as a purported outsider, he was already involved with CIA covert operations. Family
of Secrets shows how the CIA has violated the spirit and letter of its charter by meddling
secretly, and constantly, in American politics since its inception. The book follows the elder
Bush and the CIA into the life of Richard Nixon and the scandal that brought Nixon down. It
reveals new information about the background and actual role of Bob Woodward and other
seminal figures in the drama. And it provides an explanation of Watergate that is the polar
opposite of the one that most Americans have accepted for four decades.
Because people are talking again about Watergate and Nixon, we felt this was a good time
to present the three Nixon chapters from the book. The first installment is today. It provides
an alternate history of the rise of Nixon, and sets the stage for the momentous collision
between Nixon and powerful forces in and out of government that would lead to his political
demise. The next two installments, to be published imminently, cover Watergate itself.
Notes: (1) Although these excerpts do not contain footnotes, the book itself is heavily
footnoted and exhaustively sourced. (2) To distinguish between George Bush, father and
son, George H.W. Bush is sometimes referred to by his nickname Poppy, and George W. Bush
by his, W. (3) Additional context can be found in the preceding chapters.
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Family of Secrets, Chapter 9: The Nixonian Bushes

In early 1969, the newly elected Richard M. Nixon took one of his first acts as president: he
arranged a date for his twenty-three-year-old daughter, Tricia, with George W. Bush. Not
only that, he even dispatched a White House jet, at taxpayers’ expense, to pick up young
Bush at Moody Air Force Base in Georgia, in order to bring him back to Washington.
This would not be the only time that Nixon would bestow special favors upon the Bush
family. Six months earlier, as the GOP presidential candidate, he had seriously considered
Poppy as a potential running mate, even though the latter was just a freshman
congressman. Two years after W.’s date with Tricia, following Poppy’s second unsuccessful
bid for the U.S. Senate, Nixon named him his ambassador to the United Nations. And two
years later, with President Nixon’s nod, Poppy served a stint as chairman of the Republican
Party. It was a quick rise from relative obscurity to the highest level of national politics--and
all with Nixon’s help.
Taped conversations reveal that Nixon considered Poppy Bush a lightweight. Nevertheless,
he repeatedly pushed Poppy ahead, often over people who were much more qualified. This
put the elder Bush on the upper rungs of the ladder to the presidency. In all probability, had
Nixon not so favored Poppy, he never would have reached the top. And had Poppy Bush not
been president, his son George W. Bush almost certainly would not have either.
In no small way, Richard Nixon helped to create the Bush presidential dynasty.
What disposed Nixon so positively toward the Bushes? A little-known fact, certainly missing
from the many splendid biographies of the thirty-seventh president, is the likely role of Poppy
Bush’s father, Prescott, in launching Nixon’s own political career.
Beyond that, the depth and complexity of the ongoing relationship between Nixon and the
Bushes, a relationship that spanned nearly three de cades, has somehow eluded most
historians. An index search of the name Bush in the major Nixon biographies--including even
those published after George H. W. Bush rose to the presidency--finds at most a handful of
mentions, and in some cases, none at all.

The long overlooked Nixon-Bush story is a tale filled with plots and counterplots, power lust
and ego trips, trust and betrayal, strategic alliances and rude revenge. It has a kind of
mythic circularity: the elite Bush clan created the "populist" Nixon so that a President Nixon
could later play a major role in creating a Bush political dynasty. And finally, the trusted
Bushes, having gotten where they wanted, could play a role in Nixon’s fall.
Generally, Richard Nixon was known to be a wary and suspicious man. It is commonly
assumed that he was paranoid, but Nixon had good reasons to feel apprehensive. One was
probably the worry that someone would unearth the extent to which this self-styled outsider
from Whittier, California, had sold his soul to the same Eastern Establishment that he publicly
(and even privately) reviled. At the same time, he knew that those elites felt the same about
him. They tolerated him as long as he was useful, which he was--until he got to the top.
Then the trouble started.

Obeisance
When Poppy Bush arrived in Washington after the 1966 elections, he was immediately
positioned to help large moneyed interests, and by so doing improve his own political
fortunes. His father, still influential, had twisted arms to get him a coveted seat on the House
Ways and Means Committee, which writes all tax legislation. The committee was the
gatekeeper against attempts to eliminate the oil depletion allowance, and Bush’s
assignment there was no small feat. No freshman of either party had gotten on since 1904.
But former senator Prescott Bush had personally called the committee chairman. Then he got
GOP minority leader Gerald Ford--a Warren Commission member and later vice president and
president--to make the request himself.
It was a lot of voltage, but the rewards were worth the effort. Poppy now would be a go-to
rep for the oil industry, which could provide Nixon with the Texas financial juice he would
need to win the Republican nomination in 1968. Bush was also now a crucial link to an
alliance that was forming between Eastern bankers, Texas oilmen, and intelligence
operatives.
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raising, Poppy recruited Bill Liedtke, his old friend and former Zapata Petroleum partner, who
became Nixon’s highest- producing regional campaign finance chairman. Poppy’s ally, Texas
senator John Tower, endorsed Nixon shortly before the 1968 GOP convention and was put in
charge of Nixon’s "key issues committee." Once Nixon’s nomination was secured, Poppy and
Prescott worked their networks furiously, and within days some of the most influential
members of the Republican Party sent letters to Nixon urging him to choose Poppy as his
running mate. The names must have given Nixon pause--the CEOs of Chase Manhattan
Bank, Tiffany & Co., J. P. Stevens and Co., and on and on. Not surprisingly, executives of
Pennzoil and Brown Brothers Harriman were among the petitioners. Thomas Dewey,
~minence grise of the GOP, also pushed for Poppy. Nixon put Bush’s name on a short list. But
as he glimpsed the prize in the distance, he began to assert his independence. To the
surprise of almost everyone, he selected as his running mate Spiro Agnew, Maryland’s blunt
and combative governor, who had backed Nixon opponent Nelson Rockefeller, the "limousine
liberal," in the primaries. Agnew seemed to offer two things. One, he could be the attack dog
who enabled Nixon to assume the role of statesman that he craved. And two, there was
little chance that he would outshine the insecure man under whom he would be serving.
(Poppy Bush would adopt a variation on this same strategy in 1988 when he selected as his
running mate Senator Dan Quayle, who was handsome but inexperienced, and would be
ridiculed for his gaffes and general awkwardness.)
After Nixon tapped Agnew, Prescott Bush, writing to his old friend Tom Dewey, registered his
disappointment in a measured manner: "I fear that Nixon has made a serious error here,"
Prescott wrote. "He had a chance to do something smart, to give the ticket a lift, and he cast
it aside." Actually Prescott was seething; he hadn’t felt this betrayed since John Kennedy
fired his friend Allen Dulles as CIA director. As for the Bush children, they had learned years
earlier to fear the wrath of their stern, imposing father. "Remember Teddy Roosevelt’s ’Speak
softly and carry a big stick’?" Poppy once said. "My dad spoke loudly and carried the same
big stick."
But beyond political expediency, Prescott may have had good reason to expect Nixon to
follow "suggestions" from the GOP establishmentma reason rooted in the earliest days of
Nixon’s political career.

Nixon’s Big Break
In Nixon’s carefully crafted creation story, his 1945 decision to enter politics was triggered
when the young Navy veteran, working on the East Coast, received a request from an old
family friend, a hometown banker named Herman Perry. Would he fly back to Los Angeles
and speak with a group of local businessmen looking for a candidate to oppose Democratic
congressman Jerry Voorhis? They felt he was too liberal, and too close to labor unions.

The businessmen who summoned Nixon are usually characterized as Rotary Club types--a
furniture dealer, a bank manager, an auto dealer, a printing salesman. In reality, these men
were essentially fronts for far more powerful interests. Principal among Nixon’s bigger
backers was the arch-conservative Chandler family, owners of the Los Angeles Times. Nixon
himself acknowledged his debt to the Chandlers in correspondence. "I often said to friends
that I would never have gone to Washington in the first place had it not been for the Times,"
he wrote. Though best known as publishers, the Chandlers had built their fortune on
railroads, still the preferred vehicle for shipping oil, and held wide and diverse interests.
Yet Voorhis appears to have recognized that forces even more powerful than the Chandler
clan were opposing him. As he wrote in an unpublished manuscript, "The Nixon campaign
was a creature of big Eastern financial interests.., the Bank of America, the big private
utilities, the major oil companies." He was hardly a dispassionate observer, but on this point
the record bears him out. Nixon partisans would claim that "not a penny" ofoil money found
its way into his campaign. Perhaps. But a representative of Standard Oil, Willard Larson, was
present at that Los Angeles meeting in which Nixon was selected as the favored candidate
to run against Voorhis.
Representative Voorhis had caused a stir at the outset of World War II when he exposed a
secret government contract that allowed Standard Oil to drill for free on public lands in
Central California’s Elk Hills. But the establishment’s quarrel with Voorhis was about more
than oil. While no anti-capitalist radical, Voorhis had a deep antipathy for corporate excesses
and malfeasance. And he was not afraid of the big guys. He investigated one industry after
another--insurance, real estate, investment banking. He fought for antitrust regulation of
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the insurance industry, and he warned against the "cancerous superstructure of monopolies
and cartels." He also was an articulate voice calling for fundamental reforms in banking.

He knew Wall Street was gunning for him. In his memoir, Confessions of a Congressman,
Voorhis recalled:
The 12th District campaign of 1946 got started along in the fall of 1945, more
than a year before the election. There was, of course, opposition to me in the
district. There always had been. Nor was there any valid reason for me to think I
lived a charmed political life. But there were special factors in the campaign of
1946, factors bigger and more powerful than either my opponent or myself.
And they were on his side.
In October 1945, the representative of a large New York financial house
[emphasis mine] made a trip to California. All the reasons for his trip I, of course,
do not know. But I do know that he called on a number of influential people in
Southern California. And I know he "bawled them out." For what? For permitting
Jerry Voorhis, whom he described as "one of the most dangerous men in
Washington," to continue to represent a part of the state of California in the
House of Representatives. This gentleman’s reasons for thinking me so
"dangerous" obviously had to do with my views and work against monopoly and
for changes in the monetary system.
It is not clear whether Voorhis knew the exact identity of the man. Nor is it clear whether
Voorhis knew that his nemesis, the Chandler family, had for several years been in business
with Dresser Industries. The latter had begun moving into Southern California during the
war, snapping up local companies both to secure immediate defense contracts and in
anticipation of lucrative postwar opportunities. One of these companies, Pacific Pump Works,
which manufactured water pumps, later produced components for the atomic bomb. The
Chandlers were majority shareholders in Pacific Pump when Dresser acquired the company,
and so gained a seat on the Dresser board, along with such Dresser stalwarts as Prescott
Bush.
But there was even more of a Bush connection to the movers and shakers behind Nixon’s
entry into politics. In October 1945, the same month in which that "representative of a large
New York financial house" was in town searching for a candidate to oppose Voorhis, Dresser
Industries was launching a particularly relevant California project. The company was just
completing its purchase of yet another local company, the drill bit manufacturer Security
Engineering, which was located in Whittier, Nixon’s hometown.
The combined evidence, both from that period and from the subsequent relationships,
suggests that Voorhis’s Eastern banking representative may have been none other than
Prescott Bush himself. If so, that would explain Nixon’s sense of indebtedness to the Bush
family, something he never acknowledged in so many words but clearly demonstrated in so
many actions during his career.
A Quick but Bumpy Ascent
In his first race for public office in 1946, Nixon went after the incumbent Voorhis with a
vengeance. It was a campaign that helped put the term "Red baiting" into the political
lexicon. After his victory, Nixon continued to ride the anti-Communist theme to national
prominence.
Following two terms in the House, Nixon moved up to the Senate in the 1950 election. By
1952, he was being foisted on a reluctant Dwight Eisenhower as a vice presidential
candidate by Wall Street friends and allies of Brown Brothers Harriman.
But the further Nixon rose, the more he resented the arrogance of his Eastern elite handlers.
Though he would continue to serve them diligently throughout his career, his anger festered
--perhaps in part over frustration with the extent to which he was beholden.
Meanwhile, George H. W. Bush, not yet thirty years old and a relative newcomer to West
Texas, was named chair of the Eisenhower-Nixon campaign in Midland County. For someone
with political ambitions of his own, it was an enviable assignment, and Poppy threw himself
into it. When a heckler interrupted a welcoming ceremony for Eisenhower’s vice presidential
running mate, Poppy rushed at the man, grabbed his anti-Nixon sign, and tore it to bits.
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Nixon himself would demonstrate a more effective response to criticism. His storied
"Checkers speech," answering charges that he had accepted political donations under the
table, was a masterful appeal to middle-class sensibilities, with a maudlin self-pity that went
up to the edge but not over.

Telegrams of support came pouring in to Republican headquarters; and one of the first
politicians to write was the silver-haired U.S. senator from Connecticut, Prescott Bush:
No fair-minded person who heard Senator Nixon bare his heart and soul to the
American people Tuesday night could fail to hold him in high respect. I have felt
all along that the charges against Dick Nixon were a dirty smear attempt to hurt
him and the Republican ticket... [These smears] will boomerang in his favor.
Nixon is absolutely honest, fearless and courageous. I’m proud of him.
Nixon saved his political skin that night, but money problems would continue to plague him.
This increased his seething resentment of Jack Kennedy, who never had to grovel for money
(and who was smooth and handsome to boot). As anyone who knew Nixon, including the
Bushes, must have realized, his dependence on the financial resources of others constituted
a vulnerability. That vulnerability would later lead to his undoing.

The essence of Nixon’s relationship with the Bushes, as with other key backers, was that
they had the wherewithal and he didn’t. And since money was behind the relationship that
made Nixon, it was only fitting that when Watergate undid him, it was to a large extent
money--as we shall see in chapters 10 and 11--that was behind his downfall.
Symbiotic Relationship
During the Eisenhower years, the Texas oil industry really took off. Poppy was now part of a
"swarm of young Ivy Leaguers," as Fortune magazine put it, who had "descended on an
isolated west Texas oil town--Midland--and created a most unlikely outpost of the working
rich." Central to these ambitions was continued congressional support for the oil depletion
allowance, which greatly reduced taxes on income derived from the production of oil. The
allowance was first enacted in 1913 as part of the original income tax. At first it was a 5
percent deduction but by 1926 it had grown to 27.5 percent. This was a time when
Washington was "wading shoulder-deep in oil," the New Republic reported.
"In the hotels, on the streets, at the dinner tables, the sole subject of discussion is oil.
Congress has abandoned all other business."
Following the discovery of the giant East Texas oil fields in 1931, there was nothing Texas
oilmen fought for more vigorously than their depletion allowance. From its inception to the
late 1960s, the oil depletion allowance had cost taxpayers an estimated $140 billion in lost
revenue. Nixon supported the allowance in 1946, while Voorhis opposed it. Six years later,
General Dwight D. Eisenhower supported it, and he got the oilmen’s blessings--and
substantial contributions as well.
The Bushes backed Nixon passionately in his 1960 presidential campaign against John F.
Kennedy. After Nixon lost--and then lost again when he ran for governor of California two
years later--the oil lobby began to look for another horse. Poppy Bush saw his opening. He
knew which way the political winds were blowing: toward an ultraconservatism based on
new wealth, in particular the wealth of independent oilmen.
In 1964 the Bushes gave their support to presidential candidate Barry Goldwater, even
though this meant turning against their Iongtime allies, the Rockefellers. One can only
speculate as to their motives, though Prescott Bush’s puritanical streak may have played a
role. Goldwater’s opponent, Nelson Rockefeller, recently divorced, had decided in 1958 to
wed Margaretta "Happy" Murphy, an even more recently divorced mother of four. Prescott
delivered Rockefeller a public tongue lashing that Time called "the most wrathful any
politician had suffered in recent memory." This may have been just a convenient target. As
political historian Rick Perlstein put it, conservatives genuinely preferred Goldwater, "and
welcomed the remarriage as an excuse to cut loose from someone they were never excited
about in the first place."
Goldwater’s success in snatching the 1964 Republican nomination from Rockefeller changed
the ideological dynamics of the Grand Old Party. Even though Goldwater lost the presidential
race, the party would never be the same. So-called movement conservatives managed to
build an uneasy alliance between social issue ground troops and the corporate libertarians
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who finance the party. The ever-nimble Bushes managed to straddle both camps.
Political ambition ran in the Bush family. According to his mother, Prescott had wanted to be
president and regretted not getting into politics sooner. The lesson was not lost on Poppy. If
he wanted to be president, he would have to take the long view and get started early. An
alliance with Richard Nixon could be useful. Nixon would vouch for his rightward bona fides,
and thereby make moot the patrician residues of Yale that still clung to him.

Nixon Presidency, 1969
As for Nixon, he understood only too well the perils he faced. With his paranoid tendencies,
he worried constantly about where the next challenge would come from. Robert Dallek’s
biography Nixon and Kissinger: Partners in Power describes Nixon as "an introspective man
whose inner demons both lifted him up and brought him down." When he looked at George
Bush--a handsome, patrician Yale man with no worries about money--he likely saw another
version of Jack Kennedy, which for him was not a recommendation.
But people were nagging Nixon, people he couldn’t ignore--all the more so once he locked
up the nomination in 1968. "As your finance chairman in Texas," wrote Bill Liedtke, "I am
committed, and will back you up what ever you decide [about a running mate]. However...
George Bush, in spite of his short service in the House, could help you win. George has
appeal to young people and can get them fired up. He’s got plenty of energy. Lastly, Dick,
he’s a loyal kind of guy and would support you to the hilt."
Instead Nixon chose a running mate who was less capable and ambitious, and
consequentially, less threatening. Having angered both Prescott and Poppy with his choice of
Agnew, he knew that he would need to make amends to them and their allies.

Outside the small circle of Iongtime Nixon loyalists, the Bush group seems to have fared
better than any other party faction in Nixon’s first administration. Bill Clements, Poppy’s
friend and sometime oil drilling partner, became deputy secretary of defense, a position that
involved securing oil for the U.S. military. Bush’s ex-business partner Bill Liedtke of Pennzoil
(formerly Zapata Petroleum), the prodigious Nixon fund-raiser, successfully recommended
former Baker Botts lawyers for positions on the Federal Power Commission. The FPC made
crucial decisions affecting the natural gas industry, including one that directly benefited
Pennzoil.
For his chief political adviser, Nixon chose Harry S. Dent of South Carolina, the architect of his
"Southern strategy," which had centered on wooing conservative Democrats to the
Republican cause. Poppy Bush’s election from Texas’s Seventh Congressional District had
benefited greatly from this strategy. As his top aide, Dent chose Tom Lias, who had run the
candidate selection process for the Republican Congressional Campaign Committee during
that election cycle. These men, especially Lias, are little known today. But they would play
crucial roles in the process that would lead ultimately to Nixon’s resignation.
Meanwhile, to head the Republican National Committee (RNC), Nixon picked Rogers Morton, a
congressman from Kentucky, who had been his convention floor manager. Morton, a Yale
graduate, was an old friend of the Bushes who had served with Poppy on the Ways and
Means Committee.
Morton in turn named as his deputy chairman Jimmy Allison, Poppy’s Iongtime friend,
administrative assistant and former campaign manager. Because at the time the RNC
chairmanship was a part-time position and Morton was busy on Capitol Hill, Allison was the
de facto day-to-day manager of the Republican Party. This was a huge step up for Allison,
and quite a triumph for the Bushes. In a phrase, they had the place wired.
Once in the Oval Office, some presidents have warmed to the public aspects of their role.
FDR, Kennedy, Reagan, and Clinton come to mind. Others retreat into a kind of self-imposed
exile. They cut themselves off from outside advice and effectively hunker down against
attack. That was the case with Nixon, whose reclusive tendencies were abetted by his
national security adviser, Henry Kissinger.
As a Iongtime prot~g~ of the Rockefeller family, Kissinger was suspect on both the left and
right. Movement conservatives in particular feared that the Rockefellers had a grand global
design that included accommodation, rather than confrontation, with the Russians and
Chinese. Nixon would become embroiled in this growing dispute within the Republican Party,
between the two factions known as the "traders" and the "warriors."
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The traders were the Eastern Establishment internationalists who supported free trade,
arguing that it would prevent another world war. They generally had a sense of noblesse
oblige that translated into the "corporate liberalism" of a Nelson Rockefeller, then New York
governor, who believed that ameliorative social programs for the needy were the price of a
healthy business climate. The warriors, on the other hand, generally represented new
money from the Southwest and Southern California. Although they lacked experience in
foreign policy, they resented having to take backseats to their Eastern rivals, especially
when it came to the increasingly important task of securing oil and mineral resources in such
places as Southeast Asia.
Personally, Nixon felt more comfortable with the warriors. But especially in his first term, he
worked to accommodate both sides, while he and Kissinger fashioned foreign policy
themselves, in a way that bypassed the Pentagon, the CIA, and even the State Department.
He wasn’t about to let the "the striped- pants faggots on Foggy Bottom" tell him what to do,
he said, and that included the Yalies at the CIA. As his secretary of state Nixon chose his old
friend William Rogers, with whom he had worked on the Alger Hiss spy case. Rogers knew
little about foreign policy, but Nixon considered that a good thing, because Rogers would
keep quiet and do as he was told. "Few Secretaries of State can have been selected
because of their President’s confidence in their ignorance of foreign policy," Kissinger wryly
observed.
However, this determined effort to conduct foreign policy in secret and exclude the entities
normally charged with that function caused growing alarm, particularly within the military and
the defense industry. Eventually, the Nixon administration would discover that the military
had its own powerful "back channel." That apparatus, little recalled today, was the
equivalent of a spy ring inside the Nixon White House. Its operatives passed top-secret
documents from the National Security Council to the Joint Chiefs of Staff without Nixon’s
knowledge. On discovering what seemed to him not only disloyalty but also borderline
treason, Nixon expressed his fury to aides, who convinced him that the only option was to
handle the matter quietly.

The First Challenge
Despite his earlier attempts to keep the peace among the party’s factions, Nixon was soon
embroiled in a series of power struggles. Perhaps the most important concerned the oil
depletion allowance, as members of Congress in 1969 launched new attempts to rein in the
costly giveaway. Representative George H. W. Bush was the industry’s Horatio at the bridge
--or perhaps its George Wallace. "In an era when civil rights became the great moral issue
that galvanized liberals," observed Bush biographer Herbert S. Parmet, "the targeted oil
depletion allowance was not far behind."

Poppy had barely completed his first term in the House. But he had an urgent task. President
Nixon was under pressure to support a reduction in the depletion allowance, and some
signals were emerging from the administration that he might do just that. Poppy, joined by
Senator Tower, flew to Nixon’s vacation home in California to help save the day. The trip was
apparently a success. Nixon affirmed his intention to block the reform efforts. Bush later
wrote Nixon’s treasury secretary, David Kennedy, to thank him for reversing an earlier
statement hinting that the White House might cave in to popular pressure for reform,
adding: "I was also appreciative of your telling how I bled and died for the oil industry."
The moment passed, but protecting the allowance remained uppermost in the minds of
independent oilmen--and Nixon was not proving sufficiently stalwart on the matter. The
White House sent political operative Jack Gleason out to West Texas to calm flaring tempers.
"Harry [Dent] sent me down to Midland, to the Midland Petroleum Club, to talk to them about
the depletion allowance," Gleason told me in a 2008 interview. Gleason had trouble
understanding the complex issue, so he was not clear on precisely what the oilmen were
mad about. "Almost got lynched and run out of town ... It was a very ugly scene.
Fortunately one guy.., saved my ass, or otherwise I’d still be buried somewhere at the
Petroleum Club."
A battle to control the soul of the president, not unusual in any administration, was under
way. While the conservative, hawkish in de pen dent oilmen thought he was insufficiently
loyal to their cause, the Rockefeller Republicans felt the same from their side. Writing in the
Dallas Morning News, Robert Baskin noted fears among the Eastern corporate elite that
Nixon was being dominated by the right wing. A few months later Baskin further underlined
the point in an article headlined "Divisiveness Within GOP Rising." In truth, Nixon’s reign was
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a highly complicated one, far from doctrinaire, with issues handled on a case- by-case basis.
Thus, Attorney General John Mitchell could say the administration was against busing but for
desegregation. Nixon himself could complain about people in his administration being too
tough on corporations, yet his Justice Department aggressively pursued antitrust actions
that angered industry. While waging the Vietnam War, Nixon held secret peace talks with
the North Vietnamese Communists. He also produced a series of liberal-leaning reforms,
including creating the Environmental Protection Agency and the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration. And Nixon implemented the first major affirmative action program. But
some of his Supreme Court nominees leaned far to the right, and Nixon and his attorney
general championed tough law-and-order tactics against political protesters and dissidents.
His presidency was a mixed bag, meaning no one was entirely happy, and everyone
perceived someone else as having the inside track.
Thus, the July 1969 Dallas Morning News article describing moderates as fearful of the
influence of a cabal of conservatives--a cabal that included such names as Tower, Morton,
Dent, and Allison. What was left unsaid was that all these people were in the Bush camp. If
nothing else, it was a testament to Poppy’s dexterity: the embodiment of blue-blooded Wall
Street interests had morphed into a champion of the radical, upstart Southwest.

Bush’s Run for the Money: The 1970 Campaign
As early as the 1968 GOP convention, Nixon had tried to keep the Bush family close but not
too close. He assured Poppy that he would support him in another Senate bid, and Poppy
took that seriously. By January 1969, even before Nixon’s inauguration, Poppy’s
administrative aide Jimmy Allison was back in Houston to lay the groundwork for another
campaign. (After several months in Houston, Allison would return to D.C. as deputy director
of the Republican Party.)There was no mistaking Poppy’s ultimate goal, though--and
"ultimate" in Poppy’s mind did not mean that far in the future. As his brother Jonathan
commented, "It was a long shot but he wanted to get into position to run for President."
Nixon’s support for Poppy’s Senate bid made sense strategically for the Republicans, and
besides, he had little choice. As congressman, Bush had supported him unfailingly, backing
even the president’s most unpopular policies, from the continuation of the Vietnam War to
the Supreme Court nomination of Judge G. Harrold Carswell, a purported racist.
Nixon knew that in running for the Senate, Bush risked giving up a safe House seat and his
powerful position on the Ways and Means Committee, which was so crucial to the oil
industry. To sweeten the pot, Nixon told Poppy that if he won, he’d be in the running for the
VP slot in 1972, replacing Agnew; if Bush lost, Nixon would try to find him a desirable cabinet
position.
Bush’s prospects seemed bright in 1970. His presumptive Democratic opponent, Senator
Ralph Yarborough, was an unreconstructed liberal populist in an increasingly conservative,
buttoned-down state. Then disaster struck. Former congressman Lloyd Bentsen Jr. entered
the Democratic primarynand he was even more conservative than Bush. In a summer 1970
newspaper column, Bush family friend William F. Buckley lamented Bentsen’s entry, praised
Bush as "genuinely talented on the platform and in the ways of the world," and quoted
Rogers Morton that Poppy was the only one of his generation of GOP figures who could "go
all the way to the top."

Bush raised enormous amounts of money and campaigned relentlessly. But for a second time
he fell short. This was particularly hard for the competitive Poppy, whose father had become
U.S. senator from Connecticut without even bothering to run for the House. He was
disconsolate and confessed to his old friend Robert Mosbacher,"I feel like Custer."
President Nixon offered pro forma condolences. "I am sure.., that you will not allow this
defeat to discourage you in your efforts to continue to provide leadership for our party and
the nation," he wrote in a cable on November 5, 1970, right after the election.

Bush waited for a more tangible form of consolation, and then waited some more. When a
friend tipped him off that Treasury Secretary David Kennedy was leaving, Bush called Nixon
and made a modest pitch for a job--not of secretary but of undersecretary. Poppy knew too
little about finance to assume the top post. Besides, it was the undersecretary who dealt
specifically with issues of concern to oil interests.
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Nixon’s response came as a shock. His new treasury secretary would be John Connally, the
Texas governor and conservative Democrat who had just helped defeat Bush by throwing his
weight behind Lloyd Bentsen. Connally would most certainly not want Bush on his staff--not
that Bush would have wanted to serve under him anyway. And even if Connally had been
willing, it was unlikely that Nixon would okay having two Texans in top Treasury Department
posts. For Nixon’s part, he wanted at least one Democrat in his cabinet, to create a
perception of bipartisanship, and also help his Southern strategy in the 1972 campaign. He
also greatly admired the confident, handsome Connally. But the move must have raised
suspicions in Bush’s mind about which candidate Nixon really had wanted to win the Texas
Senate race.
Bush’s suspicions were on target. It would subsequently be shown that Nixon often secretly
backed conservative Democrats, especially Southern hard-liners like Senator James Eastland
of Mississippi, who would support his policies while staying out of Republican internecine
squabbling.
Now, with the Connally business, Bush was livid. This is what he got for his loyalty to Nixon?
John Tower put it this way: "He was out of work, and he wanted a job. As a defeated
senatorial candidate, he hoped and fully expected to get a major job in the Administration.
Yet the Administrationseemed to be paying more attention to the very Democrat who had
put him on the job market. What gives?"
It was the kind of political snub that could not--and perhaps would not--be easily forgotten.
Nixon had already disappointed Poppy by choosing Spiro Agnew over him as a running mate.
Now this.
But Poppy was nothing if not resilient. Once again, he suggested a job to Nixon: ambassador
to the United Nations. The case he made shows a keen grasp of Nixon’s neurosis and class
envy, and a willingness to exploit it. There was a "dirth [sic] of Nixon advocacy in New York
City," where the U.N. was based, Bush wrote the president, noting that he was well suited
to "fill that need in New York social circles."
Nixon complied. Parmet described the meeting where the matter was settled:
Bush did most of the talking. He told the president that he preferred going to
New York as ambassador to the United Nations... He and Barbara could ...
become invaluable ... Nothing in the record of the session indicates any
discussion of global factors, or, for that matter, US relationships with that world
body.

The inexperienced Poppy was again being offered something for which he was ill-prepared-an important diplomatic post at a time of global turmoil. Among the hot-button issues on
which he was expected to hold forth were the China-Taiwan dispute, Vietnam, and the
Middle East conflict. Some of his closest friends were astonished. Congressman Lud Ashley,
an old chum from his Skull and Bones days, put it this way: "George, what the fuck do you
know about world affairs?" To which Poppy replied, "You ask me that in ten days."
In private, neither Nixon nor his top adviser on foreign affairs, Henry Kissinger, thought much
of Bush’s capacities. On April 27, 1971, several months after Poppy’s appointment, Nixon
raised the possibility of sending Poppy on a secret diplomatic mission to China.
PRESIDENTNIXON: How about [UN Ambassador George H.W.] Bush?
KISSINGER: Absolutely not, he is too soft and not sophisticated enough.
PRESIDENT NIXON: I thought of that myself.
In a 1992 letter to Herbert Parmet, Nixon claimed that he had made the U.N. appointment
because Bush "not only had the diplomatic skills to be an effective ambassador, but also
because it would be helpful to him in the future to have this significant foreign-policy
experience." Although Bush was an amiable fellow, it is a stretch to believe that either the
first or the second part of that statement fully conveyed Nixon’s true motives. But one thing
was clear: Nixon did not feel he could leave Poppy entirely out in the cold.
Not only did Nixon appoint Poppy to the U.N.; he also upgraded the post to that of full
ambassador, a title previously conferred only upon envoys to foreign states. He even made
Bush a member of his cabinet. This was most unusual, but it put Bush in a unique position:
although he traveled to Washington regularly for cabinet meetings, he was "a Washington
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outsider" by dint of his being based in New York. Whatever Nixon’s ultimate purpose in
continuing to mollify him, these decisions clearly worked to Poppy’s advantage. When the
Watergate scandal erupted, nobody thought to include George H. W. Bush in the circle of
blame. He was literally out of sight, out of mind. But not necessarily out of the loop.
Next: Chapter 10 - Downinq Nixon, Part I: The Setup [7]
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threatened m "hold our heads in a pail of water" until they came up
with a story.
In their despen~tion for something--anything--that they could
use, the \~atergate team at the Post made the decision to allow Woodstein to approach the grand jurors in the criminal case, to see if they
could peel one off. The grand ~ury had already heard all of the govermnent’s evidence, and the trial of the five burglars and Hunt and
Liddy was scheduled to begin in JanuaD: This was a dubious enterprise, no matter how you slice it. Whether ic was illegal for the reporters to approach the grand jurors or not, it was definitely illegal
for grand jurors to leak information to reporters.
In advance of the decision, Ben called his lawyersl Joe Califano
and Edward Bennett Williams, to get their advice. (After leaving the
Johnson administration, where he and Ben had squared off on Waiter
V~aslfington and the Kerner Comnfission, Califano had joined Williams’s law firm and now helped represent the Post.) "The toughest
questions we had ~vith Ben," .Califano told me, had been "can they
talk to grand jury members. And we kept telling him no. I’ll tel] you,
from my point of view and Ed’s point of view, ,after a while, anytime
Ben would call either of us, we’d go right to the other guy’s o~ce.
Because we figured if he were getting the no answer from one of us,
he~djust try the other one." Califano laughed. "Or he’d rephrase the
question."
Ben?s recollection is slightly different. "I recall asking them if there
was a lhw against going to the grand jury," he told Evan Thomas for
his book Tt, e Mat1 to See, a biography ofWilliams.."They saidit violated no law, but they didn’t say go ahead and do it, either. My guess
is that Ed blurred it, and I blurred it." When I asked Ben~if this was
how he still remembered it, he said yes.
Ben okayed a preliminary sortie with the aunt of a Post’ editor’s
neighbor. She was rumored to be on the grandjur~; but it turned out
to be a different grand jury. A few days later, 13ob went to the courthouse and talked one of the clerks into showing him the grand juW
list, although the clerk wouldn’t allow lfim to take notes. So, bit by
bit, Bob memorized the list, excusing himself every few minutes via
one pretext or another and then going to the bathroom to write out
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the.names, addresses, ages, occupations, and telephone numbers of
the grand jury members in his notebook. (Ben loves this part of the
story, Bob’s tenacity, and res.o .ar.cefulness.)
After a long meetingiat the.P0st, Ben and the rest of.the Watergate
editors decided to alId@Bob.~and Carl to try to contact the grand
jurors,. ~with the admonition, that they identify themselves as Post
porters andnot attempt to strong-arm anybody..Woodstein, spent the
first.weekend of December of I972 ringing the doorbeI1s of the grand
jurors wh6 appeared, t~om the.basic information that Bob had memorized and. copied down~,to be the most.susceptible targets. According to their book, they. struck out..
:
~
. That wouldohave.beerr it, the. endof the story, if one of. the grand
jurors .hadn’r.informed;.the prosecutors on Monday morning that a
Postreporter~had made,contact:Judge John Sirica wasn’t pleased, and .:~
Williams. in~e~ened to try to steady the situation. (They were old ..
friends; Williams was godfather to one of Sirica’s kids.). The next
morl’fi~g;’Williams summoned Carl and Bob to his office, where he
told them that Sirica was angry and that he had barely been able to keep them out of jail.*....
Two weeks later, on December ~9, Sirica called the’ reporters into
his courtroom.’;’I’ was ready to take them.to task for their tampering,"
Sirica would write in I979, in.his memoir To Set the Record Straight:

But the prosecutorsurged me not to punish the reporters. They
pointed out that the grand juror who was contacted had been
faithful to his oath not to discuss the case and had turned the
reporter away without saying anything.... T settled on a sdff lecture
in open court, reminding everyone present that to approach a grand
juror and solicit information about a case being investigated was to
ask for a citation of contempt. I praised the grand jurors for their
*Williams didn’t like any suggestion of a backroom deft with Sirica and objected to its
publication in All lhe President’s Men;just bdore the book came oat he appealed to Simon
and Schuster to have it elimAnated fi~m the manuscript. When it made it into the final draii,
Williams re~used to talk to Woodward t’or two years.
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refusal to cooperate and recessed the proceeding to let the message
sink in.

Carl and [Bob were in the clear, but their consciences weren’t." As
they would write in their book, they hadn’t done anything explicitly
illegal but they had "chosen expediency over principle" and had
"dodged, evaded, misrepresented, suggested and intimidated, even if
they had not lied outright."
"I agree," Sirica wrote, of the reporters’ own uneasy assessment of
themselves. "Had they actually obtained information from that grand
3uror, they would have gone to jai!."
Ben made no apologies. "I remember figuring, after being told
that it was not illegal and after insisting that we tell no lies andidendfy
ourselves, that it was worth a shot," he wrote of the grand jury episode in his memoir. "In the same circumstances, I’d do it again. The
stakes were too high."
On March 3, zoII, I asked Bob about his and Carl’s tactics directly.
I laid out the long list of questionable stuff that they had done, including the visits to the grand jurors.
He smiled. "I wouldn’t be too literal-minded about that," he said.
"I mean, it was a dice}; high-wire tl’dng to do. But that’s what we
did. That’s what the whole enterprise was."
Twelve days later, Bob gave a talk at the Poynter Institute in St.
Petersburg, Horida, to a crowd of nearly two hundred. He was asked
about James O’Kee~’e, the young provocateur ~vho had recently and
surreptitiously filmed high executives at National Public ILadio
speaking ill of P,.epublicans and Muslims3 "I don’t tt~ink [what
O’Keefe did] is the highest form ofjournalism, and I wouldn’t do
it," Bob said. "There are laws against entrapment, and I think there’s
*Later that same day, December ~9, Sirica held the Los Angeles Times D.C. bureau chief;Jolm
l.a~vrence, in contempt o~court for ~ailing to turn over au~otapes of the paper’s interview
with Alfred Baldwin, the lookout on the night of the break~in. Lawrence was jailed, without
a chance even to say goodbye to his wife, while Woodste~ ~x~lked free.
*The vencity of O’Keefe’s videotape recording has since been challenged, but hadn’t yet
been at this time.
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not only a legal basis for that but a moral basis that you want to rep.
resent who you are and get it clean.
"In the Watergate investigation, Carl Bernstein and I went to talk
to grand jurors," Bob said, by way of explanation. "We had legal
advice saying we could do it. It was very risky. It’s something I’m not
sure I’d do all the dine, but when you’re convinced the system of
justice has collapsed, I think you have to be very aggressive. But we
didn’t say we were from the U.S. attorney’s office. We identified our~
selves as H~aslzingto~ Pos~ reporters--and we got nothing from the
grand jurors."

Ben’s Watergate files weren’t the most organized part of his archive.
There were bits here, other pieces there~much like the stor3, itself.
It took me a long time to put everything together, to ,’fligm the dates
on the memos with contemporaneous developments in the news.
Memos that at ~i.rst hadn’t seemed all that interesting began to make
more sense as I considered them in context.
One of. the more tantalizing of tl~ese memos, from the start, was a
deuse seven-page document with two initials and a date at its top. It
was hard to read, a faint copy of a typewritten document, and all over
the map in terms of substance. In my notes from thefirst time I re~d
it through, I had written to myself, "Seems to be someOf"
kind
’ juror,
but there was no year in the date and I had no concept of What that
might have meant. The memo had more than one hundrdd data
points in it, short statements that Carl had taken down in seemingly
rapid-fire style. (The-author identifies himself as "CB" in the memo,
Carl’s usual MO, and by comparison with other 1-1"lemos this one
clearly came f~om Carl’s typewriter.) I slotted it in my "Bernstein’"
file as a good example of Carl’s thoroughness, Woodstein’s hunger
for the story.
In February of 2Oll, l realized that in order to write believably
about Watergate I was going to have to understand the story in a way
that I hadn’t up until then. I was going to have to spend as long as it
took to read every single one of the newspaper stories and all of the
relevant books. In order to know what I had, and what to say about
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Ben’s role in all of it, I conldn’tjust focus on the major episodes that
everybody has already. Written.about a thousand times.
And so I read tl’a’ough all the newspaper stories from I972 and the
first half of x973, up to the point where Haldeman and Ehrlichman
have resigned" and .the Post has won the Pulitzer and Nixon’s presidency has .begtm:to h~ng visibly in the balance. After that, I went
back to ’read;.the:appropriate ’chapters in all the various books, and
th~n I reread the .Wat~rgal~/omemosI had fotmd ha Ben’s files. Then,
and only: then; I.-read All .:the President’s Men start to finish for the
fourth time. If ther~ was anything in it that I didn’t understand,
which had.always, been thevcase before, I wasn’.t going ,toput the
book. down until:I’understood.it.
..
Everything:went sinoothly unKl I reached the book’s accounting
of the .grand jury epi~0de.,~After the ’meeting with Williams, where
Williams warned the reporters that Sirica was pissed and that they’d
better cease ~ alI. ontac-~’ with. grand jurors immediately, Woodstein
wrote.that,, chastenedl they "~turned to more conventional sources."
Bernstein visited an unnamed woman at an apartment who wouldn’t
talk to him ~ person but slipped her number under the door. "Your
articles have been excellent,:" she told-him. She was "in a position to
haveconsi~lerable kno’w1~dge of the secret activities of. the White
House and ~.RP~" they, wrote, Apparently Bernstein had tried to
interview her. .before, . but she hadrebuffed him,
"
Novc.he had her number, and she was willing to talk. He returned
to thePost and placed the call..’;’l’m forced to agree Ioo percent with
Ben Bradlee; the.truth hasn’t been told," the woman said. Carl beg-,~aa
taking notes, identifying the woman only as "Z". She told him. to
read their own reporting carefully. "There is more truth in there than
you must have realized," she said. She told him that she wouldn’t
cooperate in the way that a normal source might, answering only
some questions and then only vaguely. "Your perseverance has been
admirable," she told Bernstein. "Apply it to what I say." She sounded,
he thought, "like some kind of mystic."
In the back of my mind, alarm bells started to go off. This all
sounded a lot like that memo I had put into Bernstein’s fde, the one
with the data points and the vague reference to a juror. I slid over to

nay Watergate box and pulled it out. Six grat~ do~vn, after some of the
"major conclusions" from the interview at the top, lay Carl’s description of his contact with the source:
CB arrived at her home about 7:45 p.m. identified myself through a
closed door and she immediately responded, "Your articles have
been excellent." adding something about admiring our work, and
then asking how we’d got her name. I said I’d like to talk and I’d
explain how ~ve got her name and [she] asked: "Are you contacting
all the people?"
Stae dIen s,’fid she’d give me her non-listed number a~xd CB could
call and said he couldn’t come in and slipped piece of paper w.
number under door (this checked w. grand jury list number). I
slipped nay phone numbers under door, and told her I \vould call
from office and she said that would be fine.
Upon cal.ling her she inm~ediately began: "I’ve read your articles,
the articles have been fantastic, incredible. Your persistence has been
admirable."

It was late at night. I was sittia~g in a remote .farmhouse in !kapidan,
Virginia~ ,’aid as itdawned on me I couldn’t help myselF, like Wood~vard at the ~courthouse, only much, much louder, I ~screamed "Holy
shit!" I scanned the rest of the memo to check the quotes from the
book against the quotes in the memo, and every sia:~gle one was a
match. In a.coupIe of places, Bernstei~x had changed some of the
~vords in minor ways, but these seemed more like the inevitable journalistic errors of so~riebody:writing against a deadline than anything
else. AE of~the substance was there. There was no question that this
was the same source.
Z was no "mystic,~’~~She .was a grand juror in disguise. This, too, is
obvious from the memo, and not just :from the single detail of her
number matchi~g up with the grand jury list. Carl, in accordance
with the instructions of theireditors, was oblique about how he had
come across her information: "told her it had conic from a source
along w. a few other names and this source.had ~oo per cent right, on
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previous tips. further I told her that source had said she had exhaustive infor [siC] on case but in no way involved. She said ’of course, I
was on the’ grand jury.’" Later: "I tried specific questions and she said
she couldn’t answer because they ’leading and I took an oath.’" Later
s~t: "she said that her first time ~ court and she had no idea about
whatjuwduw was ~e. ’a liberal education.’ ’I cared about the case
more than mostpeople on the jm~.’" Toxvard the end she te~s ~m,
"’!fxve’d learned aR there xms to learn, we’d have been there six more
mo~ths,"~

The date on the memo was December 4, with no year specified.
A q~ck date ~heck~ revealed that Deceniber 4, ~972, was a Monday.
In All the President’s Men, Carl and Bob speci@ that the visits to the
grand jurors took place on the first ~veekend in December of ~972.
Shortly thereffter, I located a ~st of the grand jurors ~om the Watergate grand juw, empaneled on June 5, I972. One woman had initials
that matched the hfifi~s at the top of Bernstein’s memo."
~ these years, Carl and Bob and Ben have described the grand
]u~ episode as a case 0f flying too close to the sun but escaping before any teat damage was done. That is not the ~uth. The damage was
done. Carl and Bob, with Ben’s ex~Hcit pernfission, lured a grand
juror over ~e line of ~eg~ and exposed her to serious risk. Z
would certai~y have been kicked offthe grand jury had SiMca found
out what she had done, and the judge could have imprisoned her
wid~out tri~ for as much as six months for contempt of court, He
could also have upended the triN itself. (Z covered her tricks. She
either Hed direc@ to flae prosecutors ~vhen they asked if any other
grand jurors had been contacted, or she lied indirectly, by withholding that information and allowingJudge Sirica to act on the assumption that only one grand juror had been contacted and that nothing
had leaked:)
So what ~d Woodstein actually learn fi’om the grand juror? Under
the heating of "major conclusions" at the top of the memo, Bernstein lays out the key poiuts from their conversation:
know her name but won t rcveal anything else about her.
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Hatdeman, Ehrlichll~an, Colson and Mardian ,all figure in the
disclosure of~viretap information. A group by itselfmapp~’ently no
others.
David Packard very involved ("you missed a big one")
supervisory, not payments as are Kalmbach and apparently Morton
B. jac "kson.
John Dean very involved and not just from point of view of
doing invesfgation.
Key names f’ro~ grand jury pt. of view: Mitchell, Stans, the four
above, Kalmbach, (Very important), Porter, (grouped w. Magruder),
(sort of a separate entity), Magruder ("extremely interesting"), Odle,
("a dumb errand boy").
Also figuring: Baldwin, Diego, apparently Young, Nox: group
("Magruder is definitely the key") ....

Aside fi’om the major conclusions, data throughout the seven-page
memo would resurfi~ce later in the Watergate coverage:the ’.slush
fund, Haldeman’s role, the importance of Dean (which ~vottldn’~t
surface unti! April of the following year), the existence of a cover-up;
the Plumbers, Colson’s involvement, the disclosure of wiretap infor~
mation ~om the Watergate bugjob’to people as high up as Haldeman
and Ehrlichman,
How important was this information to Woodstein? If their,own
book is to be believed: crucial. In January of x973, Senator Sam Ervin;
who would run the Senate Watergate"~ Conm~ittee, called and requested a meeting with Bob. Bob knew Ervin would seek information about his sources, and the senator didn’t waste mucti time. Here’s
how Bob thought through his response, according to the book: ~’In-~
formation from Deep Tbxoat and Z and .some other bits and pieces
nfight help the investigation, conceivably could even send .it on its
way," he remembered thinking, but he wasn’t at liberty to divulge his
sources and so he kept his counsel vague.
Asked by Senator San~ £rvin for his best and most inaportant leads,
Bob put Z’s information on the same level as Deep Throat’s. That’s
a pretty high level. Eittier Z’s information was formative to their
thinking about Watergate in an ongoing way, or from a narrative
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perspective Woodstein were hyping the import of what Z had told
them in order to heighten the mystery and power of their anonymous sources. This comports with Carl’s characterization of Z as a
"mystic," and is of a piece with the deeply mysterious Throat. Either
reason:is revealing in and of itself. References to "the riddles of Z"
and "Z’s statements" continue for much of the rest of the book.
"This was no Barman 0aid P,.obin trip," Carl confessed to Pakula a
levy:years later. "and this is not some simple thing about simple truths
and the good N~ys and the bad guys. [’We Faced] tremendous ethical
problems.., some of which we dealt with successfully and some of
wKich- we di&x’t." Watergate was never a fair fight..On one ]aand,
Woodstein’s successful penetration of, the grand,jury is a stumfing
reporting coup. They didn’t coerce Z; she c lea’fly wanted to cooperate. She chose civil disobedience in the face of an unprecedented
cover-up and a grand jury investigation that hadstopped we]l short
of the truth, and there is honor in that.
On the other hand, Woodstein’s repeated proclamations that they
"never got anything out of the grand .jurors,’" and the faux handwringing in the book, do raise basic questions about ethics and truthfulness. It’s one thing to get i~fformafion from a grand juror and then
becoy about where it came fi’om. It’s quite another thing to make a
public point of honor about never having gotten it in the first place.
You can argue about good lies and bad lies, about ends justifying
means, but maybe the moral of the story is that nobody gets to come
out of the great mud bate of Watergate with his hands entirely clean.

A couple of weeks after I rediscovered the grand juror me,no, I laid
out the evidence for Ben in ttis oflSce during one of our regular interviews. I showed him a couple of the quotes, and the descriptions
of Z in All the President’s Men, and how they matched. And then I
asked him if he knew.
"It doesn’t ring ,~ huge bell," he said. It was hard to tell if he really
didn’t remember or if he was just telling me that.
"I think it’s very likely that you didn’t know," I told him. "But I
found the memo in your files." He understood what that meant.
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Who knew if he’d read it, but he had it, and that meant he nfight
well have known."
"You can say that Bradlee can’t remember, right?"
"Easily. That’s all I need to say."
"I mean, knowing that that’s the truth;" he said. "I’m nor duc’king
it."
"I don’t ever feel like you’re ducking anything. But because of
how strongly Bob reacted to ,-ill of this other stuff, t’m going to wait
on this one. I don’t want to launch World War II again." We laughed.
"I don’t ever remember probing whether they had talked to a
grand juror," he said. "Maybe because I was scared that they had..1
mean, I don’t remember holding back, I don’t remember being
scared about it. But if you told ,axe that they had, it doesn?t shock
rile."

That w= as good an answer as I was going to get, as ,far as Z and
Ben go. As for what "World War It" was, I have to start from the
beginning.

*Before my interview ~vith Ben t had spent a day in Pakula’s arclfives inLos Angeles; Barry
Sussman, to Pakula: "Some of their writing is not true.., that they never got something
from a Grand Jury member. Barry tlain~ that’s wrong. They did get information from one
person and Carl planned to meet with that p~rson again." This doesn’t mean ~hat Beh ~e(v
for sure, but it means that they didn’t keep it completely to themselves, either. And it meant
that I had found what I knew I had found.

DOUBT

(PART ONE)

IN APRIL OF 2oio, CAROL, Ben’s secretary, called to tel/me that
somebody had yet again located a couple of stray Bradlee boxes at the
Post’s storage facility. In one of the boxes were two of the interviews
that Ben had done with Barbara Feimnan t-or his memoir in ~99o. Like
me, Barbara had worked for Bob before working for Ben, and she had
been roughly my age when she and Ben sat down ~’or their interviews.
Unlike me, she caught Ben while he was sdlt the editor of the pape,;
and much of the material that surfaced during those interviews--and
nea.r/y all of the good stuff~’ent wholesale into Ben’s memoir.
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The first of the two interviews was dated May I6, I99o, slugged
"Watergate for memoirs." From the first question on, it sizzles:
BF: Did you read die mmscript?
[of his interview with Woodward and Bernstein in I973 for All the
Presiclent’s Men]
B: I read it but I haven’t read it as thoroughly as I should. But I mean it’s
almost better to talk about it from my own point of view ratlier than
from Woodward’s and Bernstein’s, Well, you know, Watergate in retrospect, it’s hard to believe that people were that dumb, were that i~sane to do that, And it’s achieved a prominence in history and in my
life that it doesn’t really deserve ....
I mean the crime itself was really not a great deal. Had it not been
for the Nixon resignation it would be really, a blip in history. The
Iran-C0ntra hearing was a much more significant violation of the
democratic ethic than anything in Watergate. Watergate really was
dirty tricks and arrogance .and people thin’king’ that.’ they were allpowerful and could ride roughshod over Civi] tiberties.i but it wasu’t
dealing in smuggled arms and buying foreig!~ nations and shit like
that.
I wish I had gotten the chance to interview, that Ben.
Later I came across a longer section that told me more about
what it felt like to be Ben during Watergate than anything else I’d
seen:

B:

None of the recreations flaat I’ve. seen do jumce to the absolute passion this city had for that story. I mean; event night before you wen~
home, bet’ore Williams and Califar~o for instance, or before Clark Clifford, or before I(atharine or before Oz Etliott in New York went
home frown work they would call, up andsay, "What have you got?"
They had to have a fix, they could not go out to dinner. Kay would
drop down on the way home and say something, "Jesus, ~vhat have we
got tomorrow?" ’~Jesus, you sure you’re right?" The interest in the
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The Red Flag in the Flowerpot
Four decades after Watergate, there’s something that still nags at Ben Bradlee about Deep Throat.
By Jeff Himmelman Published Apr 29, 2012

Ben Bradlee and Bob Woodward at the All the President’s Men premiere in 1976.
(Photo: Ron Galella/Wire Image/Getty Images)

in early 2007, Bob Woodward poked his head into my office. He and his wife, Elsa, had been ou
O neforday
dinner the night before with Ben Bradlee and his wife, Sally Quinn. Bradlee had written a memo
in 1995, but he had another book left on his contract, and he and Sally were looking for somebody to help
them out. "I told them they should hire you," Bob said.

My office was on the third floor of Bob’s house, down the hall from the framed apology from Nixon’s press
secretary that sits at the top of the staircase. I was back working as Bob’s research assistant for a few
months, after having more or less lived in his house from 1999 to 2002. Bob had been my first real boss,
hiring me when I was 23. I’d been with him on September 11, as he charged toward the Capitol while the
plane presumably targeting .it was still in the air, and had helped him begin Bush at War, the first of his
blockbuster portraits of the Bush presidency that were a late turning point in his legendary career. As a
reporter, I was in awe of him. I had also gotten to know Carl Bernstein, who called often and sometimes
stayed in the guest bedroom on the other end of the third floor. I still remember the charge I got out of
relaying Carl’s phone messages--Bernstein for Woodward.

¯ December 4, 1972 Memo
¯ A Response From Woodward and Bernstein
~ymag.com/printJ?lnewslfeatureslben-bradlee-2012-51
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Carl was important to Bob, but Ben Bradlee was something entirely different. Bob revered him, and so I di
too. I had only met Ben once, for a few seconds in Bob’s kitchen, but I had seen All the President’s Men.
When Bob said, "I told them they should hire you," I leaped at the chance.

A few weeks later, I walked down to the Post building on 15th Street. To say that Ben had no idea who I
was, or what I was doing there, isn’t quite true. We had talked briefly at his home, when Sally laid out a p
for the book and Ben mostly rolled his eyes; and Carol, Ben’s secretary, had also surely prepped him for m
arrival that morning. But it was almost true.
"What can I do for you?" he asked.

I recited the things Sally had told me to say--we can take it slow; I can do some preliminary work and see i
it turns into anything; if there’s no book there, then we won’t force it--and when I was through, he looked
me blankly.
"I’ve already written one book," he said. "I’m not in any big rush to write another one."
I said I understood, and began to put my notebook away.

Then Ben mentioned that he had a bunch of boxes in storage someplace and had no idea what was in them.
"Would you like to look at those?" he asked.
"I would love to look at those," I said.

T ,,hey came in tranches of four, seven, and nine--brown legal boxes, numbered sequentially and marked
Bradlee." Courteous custodial workers wheeled them out of the elevator and through the chiming
glass doors that mark the entrance to the seventh-floor executive suite of the Washington Post building.

The first box I opened was so filled with onionskin copies of Ben’s correspondence that its sides were bowe
I pulled one of the folders at random and came across a 1977 letter to Katharine Graham, then the Post’s
publisher:
Dear Mrs. Graham:

Messrs. Eugene Meyer and Philip L. Graham must be turning over in their graves because of the way you
are dragging down what used to be a wonderful newspaper.
In my humble opinion, I think the persons really responsible for the Washington Post’s decline are
Benjamin C. Bradlee and Philip L. Geyelin.
Beneath it was Ben’s response:
Dear Mr. Dodderidge :
Your letter to Mrs. Graham reminded me of the story about W. C. Fields sitting with a drink in his hand in
his garden one afternoon.
His secretary interrupted him repeatedly to tell him that a strange man wanted to see him and refused to
~ymag.com/print]?/newslfeatureslben-bradlee-2012-5/
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say what he wanted to see him about. Finally Fields told his secretary to give the man "an equivocal
answer--tell him to go fuck himself."
This was going to be fun.

every afternoon to read. I didn’t spend much time with the real Ben at first. For a while, I had
I noameideain whether
he knew what I was up to. One early "meeting" ended when I asked him how much
c

thought he had put into his letters and he said, "The number of letters I wrote twice you could put in your
ear." Another ended when he started working on a crossword puzzle while I was in the middle of a sentenc
Adapted from Yours in Truth, by Jeff Himmelman (Random House; May). © 2o12 Jeff Himmelman.

Fact-Checking Woodstein
In All The President’s Men and ever since, Woodward and Bernstein have maintained that while they tried to get members
of the Watergate grand jury to talk about the proceedings, none did. But in Bradlee’s files, Jeff Himmelman discovered a
memo that suggests that one source--a woman they called "Z," whom Woodward later said had been as important to the
story as Deep Throat--was a grand juror, a fact they disguised in the book. Above, we annotate the relevant passage.

He didn’t have much interest in the stuff I was digging up, either. Whenever I found a letter that I thoug
was particularly incisive or relevant or funny I would bring it to him in his office. He would hold it up, sc
and then put it aside with the very clear intention of never looking at it again.

But the reading was reward enough. Ben began one letter to Jesse Jackson, "You are one mean dude," then
proceeded to ream Jackson for trying to influence the Post’s coverage: "If you are writing your letter of July
26 to me to show to some other people, well and good. So be it. But if you are writing that letter to help you
cause, the cause of the good people in this world, you are close to being counterproductive. Next time you’r
,ymag.comlprinti?lnewslfeatureslben-bradlee-2012-5/
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in town, let’s talk about that. Let’s talk about what newspapers are for. One of the things they are not for is
simply this: They are not to serve anyone’s special interest."

In 1976, when the Post published a somewhat slanted account of George McGovern’s decision to rent his
house to the Syrian ambassador, Ben wrote, "Dear George: I think our story about your house was bullshit
and I’m sorry it ever ran." On a letter from George Allen, the coach of the Washington Redskins, Ben simp
wrote, "File under ’Assholes.’" Carol likes to tell the story about the time her son met with Ben at the Po
for advice. After the meeting was over, Ben clapped him on the back and said, for all of the seventh floor to
hear, "Keep your pecker up."
But it wasn’t just his saltiness that got me. The boxes were a kind of archive of Washington history after
war. In one of them, I found an invitation to a birthday party--a generic card, with furry animals aligned
along the Side. I looked more closely, and I noticed that the party was for John Kennedy Jr., at the White
House, to be held November 26, 1963--an invitation to a party that never happened. I had to stop working
and just sit with that one for a while.
One day, I found a faded copy of a play called How, Please?, which Ben had written with a colleague at
Newsweek in the late fifties. I walked into his office and plunked it down on his desk with a grin.
He looked at the title page, flipped through it, and then looked back over at me.
"Don’t kill me with this," he said, half-imploring, half-kidding. It was the only time that he tried to stay
hand.
Dear Ben:

On your 8oth I want to say some of the things that seem never to get said. For reasons of maleness, and
maybe time, I’ve rushed by too much that is important, the really, truly important.
The letter was typewritten on Bob’s personal stationery. He began with his first interview with Ben, in
September of 1971: "Everything after the Navy was easy, we agreed," he wrote. "After the Navy there
could be running room."

So that’s what you gave me first--running room. It was a magnificent gift. I felt it every day, and it came
directly from you. There was this huge sense that we were your boys, or girls, or people--the entire
newsroom--turned loose. Running room was a matter of pride and obligation. We didn’t understand fully
what it was, but we recognized daylight and went for it because that is where you were pointing.
Daylight: news, the unexpected and surprising, and the daily folly and occasional generosity of mankind,
that endless buffet.

Bob doesn’t normally write like that. When I worked for him, he would sometimes encourage me to "swin
from the high vines," but he was always hesitant to do the same. Most of the time, it was hard to tell how
Bob really felt about anything.
The way you and Sally have extended your family to ours in recent years is a cornerstone of our life. I’m
feeling older. If the running room is a little less, and the rear end doesn’t move as fast, the old fires of deep
appreciation, deeper admiration and the deepest love still burn for you.
,ymag.com/print/?/news/features/ben-bradlee-2012-51
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"At what point did you become friends?" I asked Bob.
"Well, you know," he began, "I think you’ve probably got other people ..." He trailed off. "Ben and I are
close, and we have this history. But he’s not going to call me up and say, ’Hey, come on down and have a
beer.’ I think he does that with [Jim] Lehrer and [Jim] Wooten and Shelby [Coffey] some," he said,
referring to three of Ben’s friends. Then, a bit uncertainly, "Doesn’t he?"
"I don’t really know," I said. I had spent nearly five months in Ben’s archives, but I still didn’t know the
man all that well.

Bob paused, thought for a moment. "I mean, you know, it’s ultimately like another father," he said. "Like
with your father, you feel that you never close the deal."

Bradlee’s "Residual Fear"
In All the President’s Men, both film and book versions, Bob Woodward signaled to his mysterious source that he’d
like to meet by moving a flow erpot with a flag in it on his balcony. When Deep Throat w anted to arrange a meeting,
Woodward said, he’d code the message into Woodward’s copy of the New York Times.
(Photo: Treatments by Gluekit)

An hour later, as I sat out in the back garden with his wife, Elsa, Bob brought out a bottle of white wine. I
mentioned that I’d uncovered some information in Ben’s files that I didn’t know quite how to handle.
Bob’s ears perked up at the mention of a secret, and he flashed a knowing smile. "All biographers are
concealers," he said.

At that point I was still writing a book with Ben, not about him, but I had the first flicker of the realization
that writing about your mentor’s mentor is a trickier proposition than it seems.
~ymag.comlprinfJ?lnewslfeatureslben-bradlee-2012-SI
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the next year, the job changed. Ben decided he didn’t want to write another book after all, but tol
O ver
me he’d cooperate if I wanted to write about him on my own. He opened his entire life to me, from hi
archives at the Washington Post to his friends, his colleagues, his dinner table, and his lounge chairs by the
pool.

This is not to say that he bared his soul. He didn’t divulge any deep private thoughts, in part because I’m
not sure he has any. He just answered my questions. "I’m not hiding anything," he said to me one winter
day in his living room. For a moment I thought he was going to tell me some great secret. Then he said, "I
might have bopped a couple of dames that I shouldn’t have, but I think I’ve been pretty honest about that.

Nothing ever seemed out of bounds, even the big stuff. "I don’t give a fuck what you write about me," he
told me at dinner one night. And when I brought him material that questioned the established narrative o
Watergate, he said, "Don’t feel that you have to protect me. Just follow your nose."

Watergate files weren’t the most organized part of his archive, but as a window into the guts of th
B en’s
reporting, they were mesmerizing. One of the more tantalizing items, from the start, was a dense

seven-page memo with a set of initials at the top. It was hard to read, a faint copy of a typewritten
document, and contained more than lOO data points, seemingly taken down in rapid-fire style by Carl soon
after an interview. It was dated December 4, with no year.

By November of 1972, after President Nixon had been reelected, the Watergate story had run cold.
Desperate for any kind of lead, Carl and Bob--with permission from Ben--decided to approach the grand
jurors in the criminal case. In a long passage in All the President’s Men, Woodward and Bernstein repo
that they made contact with several grand jurors but didn’t get anywhere with them. This was a dubious
enterprise, no matter how you slice it. The Post’s lawyers had tried to advise Ben against it; though
approaching a grand juror might not have been legal, it was certainly illegal for a grand juror to violate the
confidentiality of the proceedings. "I wouldn’t be too literal-minded about that," Bob told me later. "I mea
it was a dicey, high-wire thing to do. But that’s what we did. That’s what the whole enterprise was."

In early December, Judge John Sirica was told by prosecutors that a grand juror had been approached by
the Post reporters but had revealed nothing. Incensed, Sirica called Woodward and Bernstein into court tw
weeks later and warned against any further meddling. "Had they actually obtained information from that
grand juror," he wrote later, "they would have gone to jail." According to the Post’s lawyers, who negoti
on their behalf, Sirica almost locked them up anyway.

Before the scolding from Sirica, Bernstein visited the apartment of a woman he identified, in the book, as
"Z." She wouldn’t talk to him in person, but she slipped her number under the door. "Your articles have
been excellent," she told him, advising him to read their own reporting carefully. "There is more truth in
there than you must have realized," she said. "Your perseverance has been admirable." She sounded, Carl
thought, "like some kind of mystic."

A few paragraphs in to that old seven-page memo lay a description of a familiar-sounding source: "CB
arrived at her home about 7:45 p.m. identified myself through a closed door and she immediately
responded, ’Your articles have been excellent.’" Later, by phone, she told him: "Your persistence has been
admirable."
~ymag.comlprint]?lnewslfeatureslben-bradlee-2012-5/
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I scanned the rest of the memo: All of the quotes attributed to Z in the book matched this interview. And
there was no doubt, in the memo, how Z knew what she knew: "Of course, I was on the grand jury," she sai~
plainly.

It was late at night. I was sitting in a remote farmhouse in Rapidan, Virginia, and I could hardly believe w
I was reading. For four decades, Carl and Bob have insisted that the grand jurors they contacted had given
them no information. For four decades, that story endured, as it was replayed in interviews and reread in
library copies of All The President’s Men, and as Woodward and Bernstein and Bradlee became a holy
trinity of newspaper journalism. But, according to the memo, it didn’t appear to be true: Z was no mystic;
she was a grand juror in disguise, and had apparently broken the law by talking. Woodward and Bernstein
had always denied it--in 1974, and as recently as 2o11.

Bradlee’s "Residual Fear"
They would meet, Woodward said, in the middle of the night, at the bottom level of an underground garage. In 2005,
Vanity Fair identified former FBI official W. Mark Felt as Deep Throat, but some questions about the story remain.
(Photo: Treatments by Gluekit)

So what did Woodward and Bernstein actually learn from Z? They learned who the grand jury was most
interested in, that White House Chief of Staff Bob Haldeman and presidential assistant John Ehrlichman h
received information from wiretaps, and that White House Counsel John Dean was "very involved." In ea
1973, asked by Senator Sam Ervin for his best and most important leads, Bob put Z’s information on the
same level as Deep Throat’s. That’s a pretty high level.

A few weeks later, I went over the memo with Ben in his office. "It doesn’t ring a huge bell," he said. "I d
ever remember probing whether they had talked to a grand juror. Maybe because I was seared that they
had."

When I had a conference call with Carl and Bob last week to ask them to comment on Z’s identity, they
conceded that she was a grand juror, but insisted that Carl hadn’t known it when he first went to visit her
and said they’d disguised her only to protect their source. They said they’d long since forgotten the episod
"This is a footnote to a footnote," Bob protested. But perhaps the most telling moment had occurred when I
~ymag.comlprintJ? lnewslfeatureslben-bradlee-2012-51
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reached Carl on his own, earlier that day. Right before we hung up, he had said, wryly, "Maybe they’ll send
us to jail after all."

April of aolo, Carol, Ben’s secretary, called to tell me that somebody had located a couple of stray
I nBradlee
boxes at the Post’s storage facility. In one of the boxes were two interviews that Ben had don
with Barbara Feinman, who was helping him with his memoir, in 199o.
I mean the crime itself was really not a great deal. Had it not been for the Nixon resignation it would be
really a blip in history. The Iran-Contra hearing was a much more significant violation of the democratic
ethic than anything in Watergate.
Later came a longer section that told me more about what it felt like at the Post during Watergate than
anything else I’d read. "None of the re-creations that I’ve seen do justice to the absolute passion this city
had for that story," Ben said. Other editors, lawyers, friends would all call each night to ask, "Jesus, what
have we got tomorrow? Jesus, you sure you’re right?"
BB: Dealing with Woodward and Bernstein became--as they became more skilled in subterfuge, as they
became more skilled in double meanings and triple meanings and quadruple, it became quite hard to deal
with ... Their great habit was to come around about 7:3o at night to say they had a helluva story.
BF: Did they do that on purpose?
BB: Of course they did it on purpose. Because they thought the guard would be down and they could slip
it into the paper without the usual sort of grilling.
BF: Were they scared of you at all?
BB: They say they were but I’m not sure.

Later in the interview, Ben talked about Bob’s famous secret source, whom he claimed to have met in an
underground garage in rendezvous arranged via signals involving flowerpots and newspapers. "You know
have a little problem with Deep Throat," Ben told Barbara.
Did that potted [plant] incident ever happen? ... and meeting in some garage. One meeting in the garage?
Fifty meetings in the garage? I don’t know how many meetings in the garage ... There’s a residual fear in
my soul that that isn’t quite straight.
I read it over a few times to make sure. Did Ben really have doubts about the Deep Throat story, as it had
been passed down from newsroom to book to film to history? And if he did, what did that mean? I wrote
Bob to set up an interview.

45 minutes of prepared questions about Watergate in Bob’s living room, I slid the relevant pages
A fter
of the transcript of Ben~s interview with Barbara across the table.

Bob read silently for a while. "Where he’s saying, ’There’s a residual fear in my soul that that isn’t quite
straight,’ what’s ..." He trailed off. He knew the news as soon as he saw it.
"That’s what I was curious about," I said.
~ymag.com/print/?lnewslfeatureslben-bradlee-2012-51
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Seven minutes after he’d started reading, he put the pages down and looked up at me. He was visibly
shaken. "I’m not sure what ..." he said, all vigor drained from his voice. Then, quietly: "What’s the
question?"
"There is no question," I said uncertainly.

"You know, I can understand," Bob said after another minute or two. "Look, he’s got to be--you’ve got to
understand his strength as a skeptic. And that he would say, ’There’s a residual fear in my soul that that
isn’t quite straight.’" He laughed. "I mean, that’s Ben. That’s--it was right, it worked, but ’there’s a resi
fear in my soul that that isn’t quite straight.’" I could tell from the repetition of that one phrase that Bob
wasn’t quite convincing himself, even as he later told me to "embrace that thought."

Toward the end of our interview, Bob pulled the transcripts toward him and said, "Let me keep this. I’ll pu
it in my Bradlee file." I told him that was no problem.
But when I got home later and listened to the interview, my heart sank. Bob had repeated that one phrase
fifteen times in twenty minutes. I had a bad feeling.
Two days later, on a Saturday morning, an e-mail from Bob arrived. It was pleasant but direct: What was
the date of Barbara’s interview with Ben, and where was the tape of that interview?

On Sunday night, at lo:45, another e-mail came in, this one from Sally. Bob had come over to their house,
and he was agitated. He wanted to be there the next morning when I came to look for the tape.

At 8:30 on Monday morning I called over to N Street. Sally picked up and told me what had happened.
When she and Ben had gotten home from dinner the night before, there had been an urgent message from
Bob on their machine. She called him back, and he ended up coming over and staying for nearly two hours
As soon as he arrived, it was clear that he was deeply worried.

The way Bob saw it, the publication of those quotations from Ben would undermine his own legacy, Ben’s
legacy, and the legacy of the Post on Watergate. I asked Sally what to expect when I got there, and she sai
I should expect for Bob to make a loyalty argument--to him, to Ben, to the paper.

Then she asked if I wanted her to be there for the meeting, and because I didn’t know Ben’s state of mind
told her that I’d be more comfortable if she were in the house somewhere. The only situation I wasn’t sur
could handle, I told her, was if both Bob and Ben were to turn on me together.

let me in a little after 9:3o a.m. "Woodward, is that you?" Ben called out when he
O neheardof thethe maids
front door close.
"No, it’s just me," I said. Ben was finishing his breakfast, and I saw that he had a marked-up copy of the
documents I had given to Bob in his right hand.
"So I guess I’ve really stirred the hornet’s nest here with Bob," I said.
"It sure seems that way," he said. Then he asked what I thought had upset Bob the most.
~ymag.com/print]?lnewslfeatureslben-bradlee-2012-51
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This was the moment of truth. I knew that how I answered would shape everything that followed. I told h
I was starting to believe that this had struck such a chord with Bob because maybe there was some portion
of the Deep Throat story that really wasn’t quite straight. Maybe it was some of the flowerpot and garage
stuff. Who knew? There was a lot of Hollywood in that story, but we’d all gone along with some of the mor
questionable details because everything else about the story turned out to be true.
Ben smiled and shrugged his shoulders. "That’s all I was saying," he said.

My worry fell away in a great rush. People who know Ben well talk about these moments of telescopic
intimacy, where he makes you feel that you’re standing at the center of the world and he’s right there wi
you. I had never felt it for myself, until now.
When Bob arrived, he didn’t look like he’d slept a lot. We shook hands, but only in the most perfunctory
way. Ben sat at the head of the dining-room table, and I sat to Ben’s left, facing Bob. There was no small
talk. Bob had brought a thick manila folder with him, which he set down heavily on the table in a way that
meant for us to notice. When Ben asked what it was, Bob said, "Data." Then he asked Ben what he thought
of the whole situation.
"I’ve known this young man for some years now," Ben said, meaning me, "and I trust his skills and his
intent." Then he looked down at the transcript and said, "Nothing in here really bothers me, but I know
there’s something in here that bothers you. What’s in here that bothers you?"

Bob went into his pitch, which he proceeded to repeat over the course of the meeting. He would read the
"residual fear" line out loud, and then say he couldn’t figure out how Ben could still have had doubts abou
his reporting so many years after Nixon resigned. This was the unresolvable crux of the problem, and one
they circled for the duration of the meeting: How could Ben have doubted the flowerpots and the garage
meetings, when the rest of the reporting had turned out to be true? Bob thought this was inconsistent and
hurtful. Ben didn’t. Bob tried everything he could to get Ben to disavow what he had said, or at least tell m
I couldn’t use it. Ben wouldn’t do either of those things. "Bob, you’ve made your point," Ben said after Bo
had made his pitch four or five times. "Quit while you’re ahead."

Bob turned to me. I had worked for him; he had given an impromptu toast at my wedding. You know me
and the world we live in, he said. People who didn’t like him and didn’t like the Post--the "fuckers out
there," as Ben had called them--were going to seize on these comments. "Don’t give fodder to the fuckers,"
Bob said, and once he lit on this phrase he repeated it a couple of times. The quotes from the interview with
Barbara were nothing more than outtakes from Ben’s book, he said. Ben hadn’t used them, and so I
shouldn’t use them, either.

That argument didn’t make sense, and I said so. Bob told me it was his "strong recommendation" that I no
use the quotes, then that it was his "emphatic recommendation." Then, when that got no truck: "Don’t us
the quotes, Jeff."
He dosed by making a direct, personal appeal to Ben. "You’re this legend," he said. "You’re the editor."
Ben’s doubts were going to mean something to people. Ben did his aw-shucks routine, but he had dearly
made the calculation that Nixon’s resignation, and the reporting that had contributed to it, weren’t
~ymag.comlprint/?lnews/featureslben-bradlee-2012-51
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contingent on whether Deep Throat had watched Bob’s balcony for flowerpot updates. That was on Bob and
Carl, not on Ben or on the Post.

At the end of the meeting, when Bob asked for his final opinion, Ben said, "I’m okay with it, and I think I’
going to come out of it fine. So you two work it out."
When we got up from the table, Bob hugged Ben and then walked out.

days after the meeting, I went to Ben’s office to talk it over. "Why has Woodward got his bowels in
T wo
an uproar? Ben growled.
--.

"I think it’s very strange, I have to be honest with you," I said. "But you want to know something strange
This was one of those interviews you did with Barbara, of which there are maybe twelve or thirteen. I just
went down and looked in the tapes. Every single one of them is there but this one."
"What does that mean?" Ben asked.
"I don’t know."
"Do you think Woodward’s got it?"
"Maybe," I said. He laughed, and then I laughed. The Watergate parallels were a little much, though we
were surely imagining things. "His reaction to this thing was off the charts."
"Offthe charts!" Ben said. "It suggests that he’s really worried. That it might be true."

Bob and Carl have always said that they knew they were on to something when the campaign staffers they
interviewed reacted with such fear when asked about the break-in. Bob’s reaction to Ben’s doubt, the
palpable fear, had aroused my suspicions. If they were willing to dress Z up, might they not have hung
something extra on Deep Throat too? It was, as Ben would say, an idea that could be thought.

"It’s inconceivable to me," Ben said, "that in his preparation for all of this, to strengthen his case, he didn
neaten things up a little--we all do that! ... He thinks it is a critical and fatal attack on his integrity, and I
don’t think it is." Then, a moment later: "There’s nothing in it that attacks the verity of his research."

"Zero."
"It’s just a little..."
"A few of the bells and whistles," I said. "Were all the bells and whistles those exact bells and whistles?"
"Where he had 90 percent, he was going for loo percent," Ben said. "And it’s that last lunge that drubs
you."

We talked a while longer, and then I got up to leave. As I made my way to the door, Ben dispatched me with
a backslap and an admonition: "Keep the faith."
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The SZ’ Memo
An important Watergate source was not a ~mystic,~ as Woodward and Bernstein described her inAll the
President’s Men. She was a grand juror.
Published Apr 29, 2012

" hen their Watergate reporting went cold in November 1972, Bob Woodward and Carl Bernstein

W received permission from editor Ben Bradlee to approach the grand jurors in the burglary case [] a
legally murky tactic, since jurors are prohibited from disclosing details of the proceedings. Woodward went
to the courthouse and talked a clerk into letting him see the list of jurors (he wouldn’t let Woodward take
notes, so he would memorize as much as he could, retreat to the bathroom to write it down, then go back
and have another look). According to All the President’s Men, they began seeking out those jurors the
weekend of December 2 and 3, following Bradlee’s advice to identify themselves as Post reporters but be
vague about how they had gotten each juror’s information. In the book and and ever since, Woodward and
Bernstein have maintained that none co-operated. But a memo dated December 4 and recently discovered
in Bradlee’s files shows that one source [] a source Woodward later suggested had been as important to the
story as Deep Throat [] was a grand juror, a fact they disguised in their book. This is that memo.
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MEMORANDUM
THE WHITE HOUSE

HIGH PRIORITY

WASHINGTON

April 28, 1973

MEMORANDUM FOR:

THE PRESIDENT
RON ZIEGLER

FROM:

DAVID GERGEN

SUBJECT: Conversations with Bob Woodward on Watergate

Last night, after receiving an urgent call from reporter Bob Woodward
that the Pos.___~t was agonizing over a storythat would implicate R_N in a
"cover-up, " Len Garment and I met with him privately in my office for
some 90 minutes. Eventually both the Post and the Times (which was
also considering it) decided to hold the. story.
At Ron Ziegler’s request, .I want to give you the highlights of that conversation. Garment has read this account and thinks it is accurate.
Dean story: Two highly reliable sources -- one inside and one
outside the WH-- have reported that Dean.is holding back a story
implicating the President in the cover,up. Dean’s attorney may haye
told the prosecutors already, but the attorney and Dean are anxious
that the story not.be printed. Dean is saying.thatl he will use it only
if KN does not force HRH and JE to walk the plank with him,
No specifics were given on the story, :bu~: it apparently involves
a chronology of meetings with tLN, HRH and JE. There is one particularly incriminating detail which he would not disclose because it
¯ would reveal a source. There is enough hard news here that, if
proven, might constitute the basis of a criminal offense; at the very
least its release, would be extremely damaging.
The reporters believe that Dean is an.honest man who wants to go
straight with the story now. They further believe that after he talked
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with RN on March 2.1 (Z0?), he was told to cool off and hold tight;
sent to Camp David fo.r that purpose, but he decided there that he
couldn’t hold back. He will now testify to everything he knows on
HRH and JE, and so long as I~N cuts them loose, he will claim
executive privilege on his conversations with R.N.

But if HR!-I and JE are protected, he will try to t~ke R_N down
with him.
Dean has written a report recently and is holding it.
As to KN’s involvement, the reporter said that all of the political
pros in town believe, that RN must have known about it.
The cover-up, in his opinion, involves hush money and efforts to
impede the investigation,

Petersen: in arguing that an independent prosecutor was needed,
he warned that a nasty story is forthcoming .on Petersen. .Alleges
that Petersen quashed a very sensitive prosecution after having
abundant evidence of guilt. Government attorneys’ serving as source.
No indication of timing on story.

The Plumbers: He believes that this is a very vulnerable~ ugly
operation and expects additional stories to be forthcoming beyond
Ellsberg. May be working on a. story about extensive bugging of
the press. Also has a story about bugging of Beecher (NY Times? )
during SALT talks.
Their understanding is that HI<H masterminded the plumbing
operation. This was cited as one of the .reasons that it was believed
absolutely essential for RN to cu~ him loose. He did not mention 3E
or Colson in this regard.
Wants to know why Dave Young quit three weeks ago. Was he
another P~ietz?
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Stans: Probably the most corrupt operation of all, he said. He

has evidence that Sta.ns called solne corporate heads with roughly the
following line: we have assessed your net worth and believe that you
should contribute 1 percent of that total amount to the reelection
effort. He has one corporate head who is on the verge of breaking
the story; this fellow gave and now regrets it. The point was not
made explicitly, but I gathered that there were several other potential stories here.
Grand Jury.: Thinks indictments are at least two weeks away,
and has reports that they are very angry with :the Administration -think they were had on the earlier round.
~ Understands that Gray is very angry and will start lashing
out at people soon.
Chotiner/Teams~ers Fund: Believes there isn’t much to it.
NB__: Throughout the conversation, he emphasized that in their opinion
it would be enormously beneficial for R.N to act decisively and soon.
Half-way measures, in his view, would only invite increased pressure
and new revelations. If ~ takes strong measures, he thinks the
public would want to believe him and would rally round, and the press
might well call off the dogs,
."Department of Dirty ,Tricks: --While he refused to elaborate
much, he pointed this out as another Administration soft spot that
the press is now beginning to probe. He. thinks its a continuing story
that runs back to the beginning of the Administration. Among some
of its efforts:
-- The Kennedy Files: They.have no evidence that use
was made of the Chapaquiddick file, but he alleges that
phony cables from JFK were given by Hunt or Colson to
Bill Lambert of Time/Life -- the same fellow who wrote
the Tydings story in Life that was linked to Colson.
Lambert never wrote the story. (Note that Post and
Ti.m. es~a few hours after our discussion carried pieces
of the Lambert story, essentially confirming Woodward’s
account. )
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-- Bugging of Media -- part of overall attack;
--

Spying -- other activities aimed at radicals;

--

Discrediting of Liberals in underhanded fashion.

NB: Colson: His information leads him to believe that Colson
was involved in many of the dirty tricks and other activities above
but was cunning enough not to leave any tracks. A very bright
lawyer who always drew back before crossing any legal lines. He
thinks Colson may come out of this entire affair with fairly clean
hands.
Saturday Talk
As a follow-up to last night’s conversations, I called our friend
today to say that I felt compelled to pass the Dean story to the President and to ensure that Woodward would call me before the Dean story
was printed. He agreed to both.
He went on to report the following:
-- Dean story ~mplica.ting the President: they’re not

working on it for Sunday at this point, but it is "passing
around town. " He discounts the Times immunity story of
this morning.
-- Krogh: They have one reliable source now that he
is implicated in the Ellsberg case. No hard information
that he knew aboutit before the fact but that he definitely
knew about it thereafter and helped to pass along information
to the Justice Department. They’re trying to reach Krogh
now. They also think the story may destroy the Government’s
case.
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-- Department of Dirty Tricks: Interest in this one is
accelerating. T, hey have concluded that Hunt and Liddy
became "VCHburg]ers;" they not only brokeinto things but
also installed a number of wiretaps "in the guise of national
security. " Mardian and Mitchell were both tied into it,
according to their sources. Not yet sure about other ~H
involve~nent and are trying to piece together the size of the
operation. "Our best sources indicate that this is the worst
part of the whole ~hrH operation; there are a lot of horror
stories here which, if they trickle out, will be absolutely
devastating. " Thinks it would be best to get them all out
at once. Quick action by RN would help, he said.
Indictments: Their information is that the indictments are still
weeks away. Prosecutors don’t talk .to them directly but reliable
word at Justice is that prosecutors feel so burned by the first round
-- they didn’t follow up a lot of leads, didn’t ask hard questions -that they are determined to press hard this time. If it isn’t politically
satisfying to their superiors, screw ’em. Their own reputations are
at stake on this round.
Once again, he closed by stressing the need for speedy, decisive
ac%ion. It’s almost as if he’s playing the role of midwife now and
wants to help the process along.
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Jeff Himmelman: The Storm Over My Ben
Bradlee Book, ’Yours in Truth’
Jeff Himmelman has been raked over the coals in the two weeks
since his authorized biography of the Washington Post legend
was published. He asks critics to read the book before deciding
whether it casts Bradlee in a "bad light."
by Jeff Himmelman (/contributors/j eff-himmelman.html) I May 14, 2012 4:45 AM EDT
In April 1974, a few months before President Nixon resigned, Ben Bradlee, the executive editor of
The Washington Post, gave one of the most thoughtful speeches of his life. In it, he talked about the
fact that journalism is produced in "an adversary environment where the goals of the reported
inherently conflict with the goals of the reporter and the reader."
"It is this daily conflict that gives concrete importance and meaning to the First Amendment, to
freedom of the press," Ben said. "Without that freedom there is no conflict, and without that conflict
there is no truth."
During the past two weeks, my former boss Bob Woodward has compared me to Richard Nixon,
referred to me in the pages of The Washington Post and The New York Times
(/cheats/2012/O5/12/woodward-hirnmelman-used-bradlee.html) as "dishonest," and generally attempted to
discredit me and my authorized biography of Bradlee, Yours in Truth (http://www.amazon.com/J¢ffHirnmelman/e/BOO6OEBYT6/ref=ntt athr dp~el 1/192-5765820-5410126), which was released by Random
House last Tuesday. The prevailing narrative-in nearly every description of my work thus far, much of
which has been influenced by Bob, is that I "betrayed" my former mentor to write a cheap "tell-all."
The New York Times, in a Styles section piece published Sunday, compares my book
(http://www.nytimes.c~m/2~ ~ 2/~5/~ 3/fashi~n/ieff-himrne~mans-new-bi~graph¥-~f-ben-brad~ee.htrn~?
pagewanted=all), a 473-page, deeply researched portrait of Bradlee, to the novel The Devil Wears
Prada.
Bob and others are after me not because I violated agreements or published things I didn’t have
"approval" to publish, but because of where the story led me and what I felt obligated to report. In
2000, in a dedication to his book Maestro
(http://www.arnazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/O743205626/thedaibea-20), which I helped to report and write,
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Bob wrote of me: "His standards of accuracy and fairness are the absolute highest ... No one ever did
more or better in the crucible of book writing." Those standards have not changed; it’ s just that I
uncovered some information that Bob Woodward happens not to like, and he is doing everything he
can to distract attention from it. If there is any lesson that Ben Bradlee taught me in the four years I
spent working with and studying him, it is that power}’ul people rarely welcome the truth and will
often go to great lengths to keep it from coming out. Ben dealt with that throughout his career, and I
am seeing it firsthand right now.

Ben Bradlee (left), former executive editor of The Washington Post, and former reporter Bob
Woodward talk during the program "Remembering Watergate: A Conversation" in April 2011 at the
Richard Nixon Presidential Library and Museum in Yorba Linda, Calif. (Chris Carlson / AP Photo)
Let’s address this "betrayal" narrative head on. Bob Woodward was my full-time boss from 1999 to
2002. In 2007, when I was back helping him out for a few months, he introduced me to Ben and his
wife, Sally Quinn, for a possible book project of Ben’s. In 2008 1 coauthored a book with Ben and
Sally’s son, Quinn (/articles/2009/03/31/uh-mom-about-that-prostitutehellip.html) --and in that same year,
Ben and Sally gave me permission to write a book about Ben, with no strings attached.
In 2010, while digging through some newly arrived boxes from Ben’s archives, I came across an
interview that Ben had done in 1990. In it, when asked about Bob’s depiction of his relationship with
Deep Throat--the garage meetings, the flag in the flowerpot--Ben had said, among other things,
"There’s a residual fear in my soul that that isn’t quite straight." For the editor of The Washington
Post during Watergate to have had these kinds of doubts in 1990, while he was still the executive
editor of the paper, deserved further exploration.
I brought Ben’s comments, and a follow-up interview that I conducted about them with Ben in 2010,
to Bob’ s house in March of last year to get his reaction. Four days later, as I recount in the book, Bob
came to Ben’s house and made an impassioned plea, first to Ben and then to me, to leave that material
out of my book. Bob, the champion of free speech and a reporter’s right to report the truth, directly
commanded me not to use material that he thought might make him look bad: "Don’t use the quotes,
Jeff." Why? Because doing so would, as he said, "give fodder to the fuckers" out there.
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This is the danger of writing about powerful living people. Nobody has alleged that
anything I’ve written is untrue; they can’t, so instead they’re trying to impugn me and my
motives.
I was faced with a choice: obey my former boss and ignore a historically relevant comment made by
the subject of my book purely to please Bob or stick to my reporting. Any journalist knows that this is
not actually a choice. When I asked Ben about it again, in the wake of Bob’s reaction, Ben stood by
his comment from 1990 and repeatedly expressed his support of my decision to report it--with the
caveat that he was only doubting some of the Hollywood aspects of the portrayal of Deep Throat, not
the reporting that went into The Washington Post. (I included this caveat both in the book and in the
excerpt that ran in New York magazine (http://nymag.com/news/features/ben-bradlee-2012-5/) last week.)

The second reason, I think, that Bob has decided to come after me, and the only reason he has given
me for why he is calling my reporting "dishonest," is that I did not bring the "grand juror" memo to
him and to Carl Bernstein for comment before I finished writing my book. (In the course of my
research, I discovered evidence that Carl and Bob had conducted an interview with a Watergate grand
juror. This is an allegation they have consistently denied; as recently as last year, Bob told a crowd at
the Poynter Institute, an educational organization for journalists, that he and Carl "got nothing from
the grand jurors.")
The memo, written by Carl, was dispositive: such quotes as "of course, I was on the grand jury"
appear on the memo’s first page. I did not need Carl or Bob to tell me what I was looking at. I brought
the memo to Ben--the subject of my book, let’s not forget--and elicited his reaction to the memo and
the penetration of the grand jury, which I included in Yours in Truth. In a letter published in response
to the excerpt in New York magazine, Bob and Carl do not challenge the accuracy of my reporting
about the grand-jury penetration, only its historical weight.
An additional aspect of the "betrayal" narrative hinges on some of the personal details I include in the
book. In Sunday’s New York Times Styles piece about me, people close to Sally Quinn allege that I
used private family moments I wasn’t supposed to use. The vast majority of my book is sourced in
primary documents and interviews--notes are available at www.yoursintruth.com--but I did recount
a few social conversations.
Let me be clear why. First, the Post, its personnel, and other aspects of Ben’s life were frequent
subjects during meals I shared with Ben and his family and friends. On all of these occasions, Sally,
Bob, and many of the others who came to the table were acutely aware of my role as Ben’s authorized
biographer and would often make comments that were unequivocally aimed at me and at the historical
record. Second, Ben wrote an entire book in 1975, Conversations With Kennedy
(http:/iwww.amazon.com/exec/obidos/ASIN/0393301893ithedaibea-2O) , largely based on his notes of
intimate conversations and private interactions with his friend John F. Kennedy. And Sally has been
the master of hard-nosed, compelling, take-no-prisoners profiles based in part on what she was able to
observe in social situations. The idea that Ben Bradlee, Sally Quinn, Bob Woodward, or anybody else
was naive about what was going on here is simply not plausible. These are some of the most
experienced and sophisticated journalists on the planet. Everybody knew that I was always wearing
my hat as Ben’s biographer.

In the permission letter that both Ben and Sally signed when I undertook my book, Ben wrote, "I have
given Jeff full access to my archives ... he has our permission to use what he deems necessary for the
successful completion of the project." Ben explicitly instructed me not to pull punches, and he never
once told me not to use something I had found, including personal correspondence. When I brought
the grand jury memo to him in March 2011, he said, "Don’t feel that you have to protect me. You and
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I have a great relationship, and there’s nothing you can do in this book that’s going to change it. So
just follow your nose."
This was a consistent attitude. Once, at dinner, Ben raised his glass and said, "I don’t give a fuck what
you write about me." He never placed any limitation on what I could use or not use. Whenever we
talked about the book, he would say, "I’ll read it in hardcover." Both he and Sally insisted that the
only way for the book to be credible was for it to be independent. To her great credit, Sally was as
adamant about my authorial freedom as Ben was, until last week.
This is the danger of writing about powerful living people. Nobody has alleged that anything I’ve
written is untrue; they can’t, so instead they’re trying to impugn me and my motives. My motive has
always been to write the best, truest, and most thorough portrait of Ben Bradlee that I could muster. I
did the best I could on that front. But this was biography, not hagiography, and for me to ignore depth
and difficulty--the fact that Ben’s life wasn’t always perfect--would have been to commit a lie of
omission that I could not square with my obligation to tell the truth.
It’s been a hard couple of weeks. My journalistic responsibilities were always clear to me, but that
doesn’t mean any of this was easy. The allegations of betrayal sting, even though I think they’re
completely unfounded. I wish it could have been different.
But I don’t think the reaction thus far is a reaction to what I’ve written in my book. Anybody who
alleges that Yours in Truth casts Ben in a "bad light," as the Times reporter did, simply hasn’t read it. I
can hope only that people will read it, see it for what it really is, and get a chance to spend some time
with the Ben Bradlee I came to know and love--a brilliant, complex, and legendary newspaper editor
who changed the course of American history. That man shines through on every page.
Tags:
¯ Books (/books.htrnl)
©2011 The Newsweek/Daily Beast Company LLC
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FOR LEGAL PROFESSIONALS
18 U.S.C. § 15o3 : US Code - Section 1503: Influencing or injuring

officer or juror generally
Search 18 U.S.C. § 1503 : US Code - Section 1503: Influencing or injuring
officer or juror generally
¯ Search by Keyword or Citation

(a) Whoever corruptly, or by threats or force, or by any
threatening letter or communication, endeavors to influence,
intimidate, or impede any grand or petit juror, or officer in or of
any court of the United States, or officer who may be serving at
any examination or other proceeding before any United States
magistrate judge or other committing magistrate, in the discharge
of his duty, or injures any such grand or petit juror in his person
or property on account of any verdict or indictment assented to by
him, or on account of his being or having been such juror, or
injures any such officer, magistrate judge, or other committing
magistrate in his person or property on account of the performance
of his official duties, or corruptly or by threats or force, or by
any threatening letter or communication, influences, obstructs, or
impedes, or endeavors to influence, obstruct, or impede, the due
administration of justice, shall be punished as provided in
subsection (b) . If the offense under this section occurs in
connection with a trial of a criminal case, and the act in
violation of this section involves the threat of physical force or
physical force, the maximum term of imprisonment which may be
imposed for the offense shall be the higher of that otherwise
provided by law or the maximum term that could have been imposed
for any offense charged in such case.
(b) The punishment for an offense under this section is
(I) in the case of a killing, the punishment provided in
sections iiii and 1112;
(2) in the case of an attempted killing, or a case in which the
offense was committed against a petit juror and in which a class
A or B felony was charged, imprisonment for not more than 20
years, a fine under this title, or both; and
(3) in any other case, imprisonment for not more than I0 years,
a fine under this title, or both.
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1724 Protection of Government Processes--Omnibus
Clause-- 18 U.S.C. § 1503
The omnibus clause, or "catch-all provision" of 18 U.S.C. § 1503, provides:
Whoever... corruptly or by threats or force, or by any threatening letter
or communication, influences, obstructs, or impedes, or endeavors to
influence, obstruct, or impede, the due administration of justice, shall be
(guilty of an offense).
The scope of the omnibus clause has been a subject of dispute among the
United States Courts of Appeals. Some courts have taken the position that the
clause should be read broadly to include any conduct interfering with the fair
administration of justice if that conduct was undertaken with a corrupt motive.
United States v. Saget, 991 F.2d 702 (11th Cir.), cert. denied, 510 U.S. 950
(1993); United States v. Rasheed, 663 F.2d 843 (9th Cir. 1981), cert. denied, sub.
norn. Phillips v. United States, 454 U.S. 1157 (1982); United States v. Ogle, 613
F.2d 233 (10th Cir. 1979), cert. denied, 449 U.S. 825 (1980); United States v.
Baker, 611 F.2d 964 (4th Cir. 1979); United States v. Howard, 569 F.2d 1331,
1333-36 (5th Cir.), cert. denied, 439 U.S. 834 (1978); United States v. Walasek,
527 F.2d 676 (3d Cir. 1975); United States v. Cioffi, 493 F.2d 1111 (2d Cir.), cert.
denied, 419 U.S. 417 (1974). Others have construed the clause more narrowly,
holding that the omnibus clause proscribes only conduct identical or similar to the
types of conduct described in the earlier two clauses of section 1503. United States
v. Ryan, 455 F.2d 728 (9th Cir. 1972); United States v. Essex, 407 F.2d 214 (6th
Cir. 1969); Haili v. United States, 260 F.2d 744, 746 (9th Cir. 1958).
The United States Supreme Court appears to favor a broad reading of the
omnibus clause. In United States v. Aguilar, __ U.S. __~, 115 S.Ct. 2357 (1995),
the defendant was charged with and convicted of endeavoring to obstruct and
impede a grand jury investigation in violation of section 1503 by lying to agents of
the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI). Although the Supreme Court affirmed the
appellate court’s reversal of a conviction under the omnibus clause, its decision did
not turn on a narrow reading of the clause. Instead the Supreme Court focused on
the government’s failure to show that the defendant knew his actions were likely to
affect a judicial proceeding. The Court observed that making false statements to an
investigating agent who might or might not testify before a grand jury was not
sufficient to make out a violation of the omnibus provision of section 1503 since
such conduct could not be said to have the "natural and probable effect" of
interfering with the due administration of justice. In other words, there was not a
sufficient nexus between the defendant’s conduct, i.e., lying to the investigating
agents, and the grand jury proceeding. Id. See also United States v. Tharn, 960
F.2d 1391 (9th Cir. 1991).
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The omnibus clause of section 1503 "makes an offense of any proscribed
endeavor, without regard to the technicalities of the law or to the law of
impossibility." United States v. Neal, 951 F.2d 630, 632 (5th Cir. 1992); United
States v. Williams, 874 F.2d 968 (5th Cir. 1989), citing Osborn v. United States,
385 U.S. 323 (1966). The clause was "intended to cover all endeavors to obstruct
justice" and as such "was drafted with an eye to the variety of corrupt methods by
which the proper administration of justice may be impeded or thwarted, a variety
limited only by the imagination of the criminally inclined." United States v. Neal,
951 F.2d at 632.The principal limitation to the scope of the omnibus clause is the
pending judicial proceeding requirement. See this Manual at 1722. Courts have
given an equally broad reading to the nearly identical, but less frequently litigated,
omnibus clause of 18 U.S.C. § 1505. See, e.g., United States v. AIo, 439 F.2d 751,
753-54 (2d Cir.), cert. denied, 404 U.S. 850 (1971).
Convictions under the omnibus clause of 18 U.S.C. § 1503 have been based on
the following conduct:
Endeavoring to suborn perjury. United States v. Kenny, 973 F.2d 339 (4th Cir.
1992); United States v. Casel, 995 F.2d 1299 (5th Cir. 1993), cert. denied,
sub. horn. Jackson v. United States, 510 U.S. 1197 (1994); United States v.
Tranakos, 911 F.2d 1225 (10th Cir. 1990); Falk v. United States, 370 F.2d 472
(9th Cir. 1966), cert. denied, 387 U.S. 926 (1967).
Bm

Co
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Endeavoring to influence a witness not to testify or to make himself/herself
unavailable to testify. United States v. Washington Water Power Co., 793 F.2d
1079 (9th Cir. 1986); United States v. Arnold, 773 F.2d 823 (7th Cir. 1985);
United States v. Harrelson, 754 F.2d 1153 (5th Cir.), cert. denied, 474 U.S.
908 and 1034 (1985); United States v. Partin, 552 F.2d 621 (5th Cir.), cert.
denied, 434 U.S. 903 (1977).
Giving false denials of knowledge and memory, or evasive answers. United
States v. Langella, 776 F.2d 1078 (2d Cir. 1985), cert. denied, 475 U.S. 1019
(1986); United States v. Perkins, 748 F.2d 1519 (11th Cir. 1984); United
States v. Griffin, 589 F.2d 200 (5th Cir.), cert. denied, 444 U.S. 825 (1979);
United States v. Spalliero, 602 F. Supp. 417 (C.D. Cal. 1984); or false and
evasive testimony, United States v. Cohn, 452 F.2d 881 (2d Cir. 1971), cert.
denied, 405 U.S. 975 (1972). False testimony may be a basis for conviction,
United States v. Barfield, 999 F.2d 1520, 1523 (11th Cir. 1991); however,
false testimony, standing alone, is not an obstruction of justice. United States
v. Suskind, 965 F.2d 80 (6th Cir. 1992), reh°g granted and vacated, 975 F.2d
1206, opinion adopted in part on reh’g, 7 F.3d 236, cert. denied, 510 U.S.
1129, 1136, and 1192 (1994).
Falsifying a report likely to be submitted to a grand jury. United States v.
Jespersen, 65 F.3d 993 (2d Cir. 1995), cert. denied, __ U.S. ~, 116 S.Ct.
1571 (1996); United States v. Mullins, 22 F.3d 1365, 1368 (6th Cir. 1994);
United States v. Shoup, 608 F.2d 950 (3d Cir. 1979).
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Destroying, altering, or concealing subpoenaed documents. United States v.
Ruggiero, 934 F.2d 440, 446 (2d Cir. 1991); United States v. McKnight, 779
F.2d 443 (8th Cir. 1986); United States v. Brimberry, 744 F.2d 580 (7th Cir.
1984); United States v. Rasheed, 663 F.2d 843 (9th Cir. 1981), cert. denied,
sub. nom. Phillips v. United States, 454 U.S. 1157 (1982); United States v.
Faudman, 640 F.2d 20 (6th Cir. 1981); United States v. Simmons, 591 F.2d
206 (3d Cir. 1979); United States v. Walasek, 527 F.2d 676 (3d Cir. 1975);
United States v. Weiss, 491 F.2d 460 (2d Cir.), cert. denied, 419 U.S. 833
(1974).
Endeavoring to sell grand jury transcripts. United States v. Howard, 569 F.2d
1331, 1333-36 (5th Cir.), cert. denied, 439 U.S. 834 (1978).
Go

Offering to sell a guarantee of a jury acquittal to a defense counsel. United
States v. Neiswender, 590 F.2d 1269 (4th Cir.), cert. denied, 441 U.S. 963
(1979).
Endeavoring to influence, through a third party, a judge. United States v.
Glickman, 604 F.2d 625 (9th Cir. 1979), cert. denied, 444 U.S. 1080 (1980);
United States v. Fasolino, 586 F.2d 939 (2d Cir. 1978) (per curiam), or a juror,
United States v. Ogle, 613 F.2d 233 (10th Cir. 1979), cert. denied, 449 U.S.
825 (1980).
Deliberately concealing one’s identity thereby preventing a court from
gathering information necessary to exercise its discretion in imposing a
sentence. United States v. Plascencia-Orozco, 768 F.2d 1074 (9th Cir. 1985).
Obtaining secret grand jury testimony. United States v. Forman, 71 F.3d 1214,
1220 (6th Cir. 1995); United States v. Saget, 991 F.2d 702, 713 (11th Cir.),
cert. denied, 510 U.S. 950 (1993); United States v. Jeter, 775 F.2d 670 (6th
Cir. 1985), cert. denied, 475 U.S. 1142 (1986).
Submitting false or misleading information to the grand jury. United States v.
Jespersen, supra; United States v. Mullins, supra, or the court, United States v.
Neal, supra.

Lo

Refusing to testify before the grand jury. United States v. Banks, 988 F.2d
1106 (11th Cir. 1993).

Obstruction of justice requires acts designed to thwart some aspect of the
government’s judicial function. Investigations conducted by the FBI, Internal
Revenue Service or some other governmental agency do not constitute judicial
proceedings. See United States v. Aguilar, supra; United States v. Tham, 960 F.2d
at 1400.
The passage of the Victim and Witness Protection Act of 1982 (VWPA)
presented the issue of whether the Omnibus clause of 18 U.S.C. § 1503 continued
to embrace witness tampering or whether witness tampering was covered
exclusively by 18 U.S.C. § 1512. Although the VWPA deleted the reference to
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witnesses in the main body of the provision, it did not amend the omnibus clause.
Most courts that have addressed this issue construe section 1503 as still reaching
witness tampering. United States v. Maloney, 71 F.3d 645, 659 (7th Cir. 1995);
United States v. Moody, 83 F.3d 1354 (11th Cir. 1992); United States v. Kenny,
973 F.2d 339 (4th Cir. 1992); United States v. Risken, 899 F.2d 728 (8th Cir.
1990); United States v. Lestee, 749 F.2d 1288 (9th Cir. 1984); United States v.
Wesley, 748 F.2d 962 (5th Cir. 1984), cert. denied, 471 U.S. 1130 (1985). But see
United States v. Masterpol, 940 F.2d 760, 762 (2d Cir. 1991) (defendant’s
conviction for witness tampering under section 1503 reversed on ground "congress
affirmatively intended to remove witnesses entirely from the scope of [section]
1503"), quoting United States v. Hernandez, 730 F.2d 895, 898 (2d Cir. 1984).
Despite the finding of the United States Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit
that the enactment of section 1512 impliedly repealed witness tampering as an
offense under section 1503, there is nothing in the legislative history expressly
indicating that Congress intended to contract the purview of the omnibus clause.
See S. Rep. No. 532, 97th Cong., 2d Sess., 14-22, 27-29, reprinted in 1982
U.S.C.C.A.N. 2515, 2520-28, 2533-35; 128 Cong.Rec. H8203-05 (daily ed. Sept.
30, 1982) (section-by-section analysis of H.R. 7191); 128 Cong.Rec. H8469 (daily
ed. Oct. 1, 1982) (House analysis of Senate amendments to House-passed bill).
[cited in Criminal Resource Manual 1729; USAM 9-69.100]
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(a) As used in sections 1512 and 1513 of this title and in this
section (i) the term "official proceeding" means (A) a proceeding before a judge or court of the United
States, a United States magistrate judge, a bankruptcy judge, a
judge of the United States Tax Court, a special trial judge of
the Tax Court, a judge of the United States Court of Federal
Claims, or a Federal grand jury;
(B) a proceeding before the Congress;
(C) a proceeding before a Federal Government agency which is
authorized by law; or
(D) a proceeding involving the business of insurance whose
activities affect interstate commerce before any insurance
regulatory official or agency or any agent or examiner
appointed by such official or agency to examine the affairs of
any person engaged in the business of insurance whose
activities affect interstate commerce;
(2) the term "physical force" means physical action against
another, and includes confinement;
(3) the term "misleading conduct" means (A) knowingly making a false statement;
(B) intentionally omitting information from a statement and
thereby causing a portion of such statement to be misleading,
or intentionally concealing a material fact, and thereby
creating a false impression by such statement;
(C) with intent to mislead, knowingly submitting or inviting
reliance on a writing or recording that is false, forged,
altered, or otherwise lacking in authenticity;
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(D) with intent to mislead, knowingly submitting or inviting
reliance on a sample, specimen, map, photograph, boundary mark,
or other object that is misleading in a material respect; or
(E) knowingly using a trick, scheme, or device with intent to
mislead;
(4) the term "law enforcement officer" means an officer or
employee of the Federal Government, or a person authorized to a(
for or on behalf of the Federal Government or serving the Feder~
Government as an adviser or consultant (A) authorized under law to engage in or supervise the
prevention, detection, investigation, or prosecution of an
offense; or
(B) serving as a probation or pretrial services officer under
this title;
(5) the term "bodily injury" means (A) a cut, abrasion, bruise, burn, or disfigurement;
(B) physical pain;
(C) illness;
(D) impairment of the function of a bodily member, organ, or
mental faculty; or
(E) any other injury to the body, no matter how temporary;
and
(6) the term "corruptly persuades" does not include conduct
which would be misleading conduct but for a lack of a state of
mind.
(b) As used in section 1505, the term "corruptly" means acting
with an improper purpose, personally or by influencing another,
including making a false or misleading statement, or withholdinc
concealing, altering, or destroying a document or other
information.
(c) This chapter does not prohibit or punish the providing of
lawful, bona fide, legal representation services in connection
or anticipation of an official proceeding.
[Notes]
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What did Ben Bradlee know, and when did
he know it?
April 30, 2012 @ 9:13 pm
By Jack Shafer
[1]In 1990, former Washington Post Executive
Editor Ben Bradlee told journalist Barbara
Feinman, who was helping him on his memoir__A
Good Life: Newspaperinq and Other Adventures
[2], that he had "a little problem with Deep
Throat." Bradlee, who was then 69 years old,
continued :
Did that potted [plant] incident ever
happen? ... and meeting in some garage.
One meeting in the garage? Fifty
meetings in the garage? I don’t know
how many meetings in the garage ...
There’s a residual fear in my soul that
that isn’t quite straight.
This confession and other findings drawn from
Ben Bradlee’s papers appear in a book excerpt [3] that was published in New York magazine last
night. The excerpt has sparked a near riot in Watergate Nation - the principals who reported
the story, other journalists, history buffs, and political devotees for whom the 1972 Democratic
National Committee headquarters break-in and Nixon administration cover-up remain an
inexhaustible topic of fascination.
The excerpted book, Yours in Truth: A Personal Portrait of Ben Bradlee, which goes on sale May 8,
is by former Bob Woodward researcher Jeff Himmelman. Himmelman first surveyed the Bradlee
papers as part of a proposed book collaboration with Bradlee, but after the veteran editor
decided against writing the book, he gave Himmelman sanction to write his own book based on
the material.
Himmelman’s New York excerpt exploits his Bradlee-in-doubt finding for maximum dramatic
potential. First, he confronts Woodward with the Bradlee quotations and recounts at length his
former boss’s reaction. (Bob is rattled.) Next, he recounts a morning powwow at Bradlee’s
house in which Bradlee, Woodward and Himmelman discuss the merits of publishing the twodecades-old interview about Bradlee’s Deep Throat "problem," debating whether or not it
should be included in the Himmelman book. Naturally, Woodward is opposed, saying it would
give "fodder to the fuckers" who hate Bradlee, the Washington Post, the Post’s Watergate
coverage, and Woodward.
With all the grace of a toddler icing a cake with a shovel, Himmelman paints that powwow scene
in Oedipal colors. Himmelman is killing the older Woodward who gave him a first, big break;
Woodward is contemplating the murder of his own mentor, Bradlee, who listens to all
arguments but approves the use of the interview in Himmelman’s book. I’m eager to read the
book to learn if any eyes are gouged out or sacred laws of hospitality are violated.
The other bomb detonated by the Himmelman excerpt accuses Woodward and Carl Bernstein of
having lied for decades about one aspect of their Watergate reporting. The two have always
maintained that the Watergate grand jurors they approached during their reporting told them
nothing (their efforts on this front earned them a verbal rebuke [4]from the court, which warned
the paper not to interfere with the grand jury). But a memo found by Himmelman in Bradlee’s
,logs.reuters.com/jackshafer/2012104130/what-did-ben-bradlee-know-and-when-did-he-know-itl?print...
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papers states that a grand juror code-named "Z" did speak to them. "All of the quotes
attributed to Z in [All the President’s Men] matched this interview," Himmelman writes. "And
there was no doubt, in the memo, how Z knew what she knew: ’Of course, I was on the grand
jury,’ she said plainly."
When Himmelman interviewed Woodward and Bernstein about the memo, they said Carl hadn’t
known the woman was a grand juror when he first visited her, and Woodward told Himmelman
dismissively, "This is a footnote to a footnote." Bernstein joked: "Maybe they’ll send us to jail
after all [for approaching the grand jury]."
In a written explanation Woodward and Bernstein gave to the Washington Post’s Joel
Achenbach for publication [5], the duo reiterate in detail their denial that Bernstein knew the
woman was a grand juror when he originally went to interview her. Woodward and Bernstein
continue: "To the best of our recollection, someone contacted Carl and said there was a person,
a neighbor, who had important information on Watergate. Carl went and interviewed the
woman as described in the Dec. 4, 1972 memo."
According to Woodward and Bernstein, Bernstein "quotes her in the memo as volunteering, ’of
course I was on the grand jury’ because that was news to him." They add that they did not
identify her as a grand juror in the book to protect her as a source.

I asked Max Holland, author of the new book Leak: Why Mark Felt Became Deep Throat, for his
reaction to the Himmelman excerpt. He responded via email.
"What is getting lost in the coverage so far is that Bradlee is not expressing qualms about the
Post’s reporting and/or published stories from June ’72 onwards, but reservations about the
fairy tale that is All the President’s Men," he said. It’s Holland’s view that Felt leaked to
Woodward not out of patriotism, as Woodward originally wrote, but out of self-interest. He was
jockeyinq [6] for the top job at the FBI.
Woodward and Himmelman are also dueling in the pages of Politico, where Dylan Byers is
covering the story. In one [7] Byers piece, Woodward accused Himmelman of not including in his
New York excerpt a Bradlee interview from 18 months ago in which Bradlee expressed full
confidence in Woodward’s Watergate reporting. "He can write what he wants, but his own
transcript undercuts his premise," Woodward told Byers. "It’s one of those Perry Mason
mo me nts ."

Himmelman has returned [8] fire. He told Byers that the interview Woodward describes can be
found in his forthcoming book. Himmelman also cited a year-old interview in which he offered
Bradlee a chance to retract his 1990 doubts, and he declined.
With all respect to Ben Bradlee, the Woodward-Himmelman spat is starting to resemble that
movie in which a much-coveted dog is placed midway between two contesting owners and they
rely on him to choose which owner he wants to go home with. Isn’t this historical dispute, which
relies on accurate memory, a bit much to put a 91-year-old man through? Bradlee obviously
admires and respects both journalists, but age has dimmed his powers of concentration (as it
has mine). For that reason, I put less stock in what Bradlee has been telling Himmelman since
2007, when they first started talking, than I do the original interview with Feinman from 1990,
when he had yet to retire [9] as Post executive editor.
If Bradlee had Deep Throat doubts in 1990, if he wondered about the efficacy of the pottedplant meeting signals and the likelihood that Woodward actually had multiple meetings with
Deep Throat in a parking garage, he is hardly alone. Those elements belong to All the President’s
Men, a Woodward and Bernstein product over which Bradlee had no direct control, and not the
Washington Post, over which Bradlee did. It means something that Bradlee doubts All the
President’s Men, but what?
Until the Himmelman book appears, and he shows his complete hand, I’d be nuts to declare a
winner in this dispute. But if this were a boxing match, I’d give the first round to Woodward.

Does mention of Watergate make you thirsty for more? See my February. review [6] of Max
Holland’s Leak. Sluice your own views into the trough that is my email inbox, Shafer.
Reuters@qmail.com [10] or sip from the poison well that is my Twitter [11] feed. Sign up for email
notifications [12] of new Shafer columns (and other occasional announcements). Subscribe to
~~~gs~reuters~c~mljackshaferl2~12~~4~3~lwhat-did-ben-brad~ee-kn~w-and-when-did-he-kn~w-itl?print~ ~ .
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this RSS feed [13] for new Sharer columns and subscribe to this hand-built [14] RSS feed for
corrections to my column.
PHOTO: Ben Bradlee (L), a former Washington Post executive editor, and Bob Woodward, a former
Post reporter, pose for a photo during a tour of the Richard Nixon Presidential Library, before their
discussion about the Watergate burglary and stories for the Post, in Yorba Linda, California, April 18,
2 011. REUTERS/Alex Gallardo
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